
U.S. Department of Justice

Office of Legal Policy

Washington, D.C. 20530

AUG 3 1 982
MEMORANDUM

John G. Roberts, Jr.
Special Assistant to the Attorney General

FROM: ,* Miriam M. Nisbet, Deputy Director
Office of Information and Privacy

SUBJECT: FOIA Request of Herbert Brownell

The Civil Rights Division is currently processing
a Freedom of Information Act request made in December 1978 by
former Attorney General Herbert Brownell. Mr. Brownell seeks
numerous civil rights files generated during the years 1953-
1960.

A meeting was held on August 7, 1982, to discuss
and select an orderly and expeditious manner in which to
complete processing of this request, which has had a long
and complicated history at the Division. In attendance were
Mr. Brownell and members of his staff, Jonathan Rose, Dick
Huff, Bob D'Agostino and other departmental employees involved
in this matter. It was decided then that staff would give
first priority to completing the processing of the Division's
legislative history files.

In this regard, this Office has received for review
approximately 1200 pages of documents, mostof which originated
in the Attorney General's Office or were directed to that
Office by other departmental components. All of the records
are from the Division's legislative history files for the
years 1953-1960 and include numerous draft bills and staff
opinions on proposed civil rights legislation. As you would
expect, many of the documents were signed by, or passed directly
through, Mr. Brownell. Although many of the documents are
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exempt from mandatory release pursuant to exemption 5 (pre-
decisional and deliberative), Jonathan Rose, at the August 7
meeting, expressed a strong desire to make as complete a
release as possible to Mr. Brownell. It is his belief (and
mine) that a discretionary release is appropriate in view of
the age of the documents, the historical interest in this period,
and the requester's unique relationship to these materials.
Moreover, access to most of the documents was previously
provided to Mr. Brownell's assistant, Dori Dressander, who was
allowed to review the materials in the Civil Rights Division in
1979. Additionally, such a release would be consistent with the
action taken by other components of the Department as well as
other Government agencies, which have (except for privacy consid-
erations) made complete releases of their records to Mr. Brownell.

I am forwarding a representative sample of these
materials for your review. I propose that all of the documents
be released, in some instances with the names of private citizens
deleted pursuant to exemptions (b)(6) and (7)(C) (personal privacy).

If you have any questions, please call me at 724-7400.
Inasmuch as the Department has undertaken to respond to Mr. Brownell
as quickly as possible, your earliest response is appreciated.

Approved:

Date: _

Attachment
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TANDAR.4QFRM NO. 64
t

Office Memorandum UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO :The Attorney General DATE: Sept. 3, 1954

, ,, -'][ ,.'L. e
i"';'/?O :.arren E. Burger, Assistant Attorney General( ' '

| ; ".J ' -" " . ' .. .... \ -

suBJECT:Racial Integration Suit in D. C. ! , 4

On Thursday and -Friday this week, IIessrs. Ro'gers-,
Sobeloff, and I reviewed the possible problems arising
out of the action brought by Sabine et al. v. Sharpe. et
al., members of the School Board of the District of Colulbia,
seeking an injunction against any implementation of the
plan for racial integration of the public school system
of the District of Columlbia.

Starting on the assumption that it was not sound
to take any step that might mace a big case out of a lit-
tle one, we arranged to have a member of our own staff
go to the court and make an analysis of all the papers
filed so as not to attract any undue attention to the mat-
ter by making request to the Corporation Counsel of the
District of Columbia or to the clerk of the court. Our
analysis of the grounds on which the injunction was sought
is that the grounds are not well founded and could be re-
gardeed as frivolous.

IIowever, all of us agreed that it would be takcing
undue risks to assume that it would be impossible for the
plaintiffs to secure a temporary restraining order, in
which event we would be at a distinct disadvantage in hav-
ing to move to set the temporary restraining order aside.
I also felt that if these objectives could be accomplished
without directing any undue attention and without having
you intervene, that would be desirable.

Today I discussed the matter informally with the
Acting Corporation Counsel of the District of Columbia,
but he had not yet seen the pleadings himself and was not
in a position to discuss the matter. He agreed to have
his chief of his civil division keep in touch with our
General Litigation Section on any developments which oc-
curred. Following that, I consulted with Leo Rover and
requested him to colmmunicate informally with the judge in
charge of the motions calendar and indicate ti_him_tJ_at .. _....
if any application for a temporary restraining or'er is,

_ _ _ _ ' I _ _ _ _ _- I I)
<^ 7 t ^- ;( .Ir. -.J^." |i

'i 19K.
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presented to him ex parte, the Attorney General wished to
be notified and given an opportunity to deternline wlat
position he would take in the matter. That has been done.

Attached you will find a summary of the entire
complaint, together with an analysis of the basic grounds
on which the complaint is based.

fs Q
Atts.

cc Mr. Rogers
Mr. Sobeloff
Mr. Rankin
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Sabine et al. v. Sharpe, et al.

ANALYSIS OF GROUN)S

I. Plaintiffs seek an injunction against the ef-
fectuation of a plan for racial integration of the public
school system of the District of Columbia on the grounds
that said plan:

1. Constitutes an interference with the
exclusive jurisdiction of the Supremqc Court
to decree with respect to the conversion of
school systems to a non-segregated status.

2. Deprives plaintiffs of their liberties
and property without the due process of law
guaranteed by the Fifth Amendment in that they
have previously been privileged to place their
children in any one of the public schools of
the District of Columbia.

3. Is unreasonable and arbitrary in that
it forces some children to attend schools wliere
they will be in the minority so that they may
be nunished because of their color and retarded
in their education.

4. Causes irreparable damage to the plain-
tiffs, because of daiage to morale and increased
expenditure of time, money, and effort.

II. Exhibit one to the complaint consists of a sched-
ule of steps to colplete de-segregation of the public schools
submitted by the Superintendent of the Public Schools to the
board of lducation.
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Sabine et al. v. Sharpe et al.

SUBIMARY OF COM)PLAINT

1. District Court has jurisdiction under Title 11,
Section 306, of the District of Columbia Code, 1951 Ed., and
Title 28, Section 1331, of the United States Code; matter in
controversy exceeds sur of $3,000 exclusive of interest and costs.

2. Adult plaintiffs are parents of children attend-
ing public schools during 1954-55. 'his class action is brought
in the parents' right and as next friend of the children and for
all persons of any race similarly situated. The ieederation of
Citizens Association is a group whose purpose is to obtain cx-
pression of general public sentiment upon latters of special
interest to all citizens of the District of iolumbia; it consists
of representatives of fifty-seven neighborhood citizens associa-
tions and represents aplost the entire white population of the
District of Columbia.

3. The defendants are members of the Board of Educa-
tion and the Superintendent of Public Schools.

4. On May 17, 1954, the Supreme Court held in Bollinc
v. Shr.-,3c, 347 U. S. 497, that segregation in the public schools
of the District of Columbia is a deni.al of the due process guaran-
tccd by tih Fifth Ariendnicnt. The opinion concluded that "in order
that we may have the full assistance of the parties in formulat-
ing decrees, the cases will be restored to the docket, and the
parties are requested to present further argument on questions 4
and 5 previously propounded by the court for the reargument this
term." Questions 4 and 5 are as followIs:

"4. Assuming it is decided that segrega-
tion in public schools violates the Fourteenth
Allendmeent

(a) would a decree necessarily follow pro-
viding that, within the limits set by normal
geographic school districting, Negro chilcren
should forthwith be admitted to schools of their
choice, or

(b) may this Court, in the exercise of its
equity powers, permit an effective gradual ad-
jucdgment to be brought about from existing segre-
gated systems to a system not based on color
distinctions?

"5. On the assumption on which questions 4(a)
and (b) are based, and assuming further that this
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Court will exercise its equity powers to the
end described in question 4(b),

(a) should this Court formulate detailed
decrees in these cases;

(b) if so, what specific issues should ~4e
the decrees reach;

(c) should this Court appoint a special mas-
tel to hear evidence with a view to recolmmending
specific terms for such decrees;

Cd) should this Court remand to the courts of
first instance with directions to frame decrees
in these cases, and if so what general directions
should the decrees of this Court include and
what procedures should the courts of first in-
stance follow in arriving at the specific terls
of more detailed decrees?"

5. The Board of EdLr ation intends to put' into effect
a plan to accomplish immediately the change from a segrcgated to
al integrated school system. This plan includes:

a. Division of the District of Columbia in-
to b'lementary, Junior hIigh, and Senior High
school areas.

b. Compulsion of every pupil without regard
to race or color residing within one of the new
boundaries to attend the school or one of the
schools designated for the area within such new
boundary. Prohibition from attending a school
outside the zone within whicl the child resides
except for the most necessitous reasons. Pcr-
tits pupils enrolled during the 1953-54 school

year in one school to continue their attendance
at the same school during the 1954-55 school year
if they so desire and if the school is not over-
crowded; or if so desired individual pupils may
be transferred to the school designated to serve
the area wherein they reside. All pupils new to
the school system or to a particular school level
are to be assigned to schools designated to serve
the zones wherein they reside.

c. Transfer of 2,900 pupils from about 18
public schools to about 21 other public schools.

d. Consolidation of several public schools
and closing of others.

e. Substantial chanlge with respect to the
appointment, promotion, and assignment of school
personnel, especially teachers.

g-.
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f. Revision of building organizations, in-
cluding the transfer of teachers to other schools
and the transfer of furniture, supplies, and text
books to other schools.

6. It is claimed that the Board of Education and the
Superintendent of Public Schools are without lawful authority to
proceed with any future steps for enforcement of this plan because

the orders of the Supreme Court in Bolling v. Shrpe and four other
cases, all pending in the Supreme Court, completely and exclusively
govern this action. The announced opinions in these cases remain
subjec t to such modification as the Soupremie Court shall deem proper.
The Supreme Court has not entered any judgment, decree, or mandate
witl respect to the proced(ure that may be permitted to put announced
opinions into operative effect in the District of Columbia or else-
where. The Supreme Court, with its exclusive jurisdiction in the
premlises, reserved to itself the right to decree in regard to plans
and contelmplated actions by legislatures and school authorities in
converting school systelms. It also reserved to itself exclusively
the power to decree with respect to the amount of time that miay be per-
mitted for legislatures and school authorities to bring about this con-
version and i-s power to decree witlh respect to whether said conver-
sion should be immediate or by gradual adjustment. Until the Supreme
Court taiccs further action, all the rights, privileges, and duties of
the children and parents under the existing laws with respect to pub-
lic schools remain the sane as prior to May 17, 1954, the preservation
of such status quo being one of the important purposes of the Supreme
Court order.

7. Plaintiffs are by law privileged to place their
children in any one of the public schools in the District of Columbia
of proper school level with the consent of the Board of Education,
which consent cannot be withheld without just cause. This plan de-
prives plaintiffs of their liberties and property, so secured by
the law of the District of Columbia, without due process in viola-
tion of the Fifth lAmendment.

8. The plan is arbitrary and unreasonable because it
coripels a child of one color or race to attend a school where 80, 90,
or 95" of the pupils are of different race or color. A child forced
into such a disproportionate minority may in effect be punished be-
cause of color and retarded in his educational pursuits.

9. Plaintiffs will suffer irreparable damage by way
of increased e,p enses, excessive and unreasonable distances to be
traveled, increased expenditures of time, damage to morale and deepest
sentiments and feelings if defendants are not enjoined.

10. Plaintiffs ask the Court to issue an injunction
restraining defendants from tacing any further steps to put this plan
into effect and to set aside steps already taken.
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Office Memora ndum · UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO : Warren Olney ilI, Assistant Attorney General, DATE: May 11, 1955

Criminal Division

FROM : David L. Luce, First Assistant DLL:an

SUBJECT: Civil Rights Program

We are in the process of forwarding our comments on a number of bills

which have been introduced in Congress pertaining to civil rights matters. The bulk

of these bills have to do with suggested amendments and enactments in connection

with specific offenses. Enactments are offered to make it a crime to segregate in

schools on the basis of race, to enumerate in more detail the constitutional rights

falling within the provisions of Title 18 and to provide a fair employment practices

act and to end segregation in federal housing. Each of these bills is dealt with by

memoranda and I believe our recommendations are sound.

However, our comments have been requested in connection with two bills,

namely, H.R. 627 and H.R. 389, which deal generally with the entire civil rights

program. H.R. 627 is identical with S. 1725 which was introduced in Congress in

1949. H.R. 389 is very similar to H.R. 627 but expands into certain fields not

covered by H.R. 627.

Taking up the matter of H.R. 627 first, our comments refer to the previous

recommendations and observations the Department has made in connection with this

general legislation. In 1949 when the legislation was first presented a-detoildec, -' '-' ,_'

statement was drawn up signed by Attorney General Tom C. Clark. A copy of this :' :"-,;

' :n, 1 5
statement is attached to this memorandum. It goes into the civil rights program in

. . ,, -. '

.. . ;.. ...
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detail and sets forth a great deal of material noting the need for passage of a bill

such as H.R. 627. Aside fi-om certain amendments to specific offenses which have

been mentioned above,the bill in essence provides three important changes. The

first of these provisions calls for creation of a Civil Rights Commission in the executive

department. This Commission would research, study and make recommendations in

connection with civil rights matters. The second provision would set up in the

Department of Justice a separate Division to handle civil rights matters. The purpose

for the creation of this new Division would be to expand the activities in the civil

rights field and to add prestige to the handling of these problems in the Department.

The third provision would call for the creation of a Civil Rights Committee within

Congress itself.

The analysis by Attorney General Clark strongly supports this legislation

and among other things sets forth in some detail the reasons why it would be advisable

io create a Civil Rights Division within the Department of Justice. This same proposed

legislation was referred to the Criminal Division in 1954 for comment. The Division

forwarded a memorandum to Mr. Rogers dated February 19, 1954, in which our only

comment on the creation of a Civil Rights Division was to refer the Deputy's office

to the statement and analysis made by Attorney General Tom Clark. Thus in 1954 we

took the same position as is taken in the statement and analysis which in turn strongly

recommends the creation of a separate Division to handle civil rights matters.

I have attached a memorandum which has been prepared by the Civil Rights

Section for transmittal to the Deputy's office commenting on the present bill,
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namely H.R. 627. In our present proposed memorandum we state that the proposals

to establish a Civil Rights Commission in the executive branch and to create a Civil

Rights Division in the Department of Justice raise questions of policy concerning

which we make no specific recommendations. The memorandum then goes on to make

certain observations, however. The first observation concerns the creation of the

Civil Rights Commission, and states that it would be difficult to deny the necessity

for studies, etc; that it might not be necessary, however, to create such a Commission

if there was an "adequately staffed civil rights setup" in the Department of Justice.

The second observation has to do with the creation of the Civil Rights Division in the

Department of Justice, and lists various matters which could be brought under the

supervision of one Division dealing only with civil rights matters. For example, the

Department's interest in the school segregation problem and in certain civil actions

brought on the basis of civil rights violations could be added to the present duties of

the Civil Rights Section to administer certain criminal violations. The observation

concludes with the statement, "Should this be done, and should the suggestion made

in the preceding paragraph prove acceptable (this refers to the taking over of the

study and research activities the bill proposes to be handled by the Civil Rights

Commission as mentioned in the first observation), be enacted, it would not be

difficult to justify the creation of a Civil Rights Division."

On the matter of whether a Civil Rights Division should be created in

the Department we have thus taken the position in 1949 that such a proposal is highly

desirable. We have by reference only in 1954 continued in this view. Our current
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view as expressed in the proposed memorandum is to make no recommendation but

is followed up with observations which indicate that the creation of such a Division

would be justifiable.

In order to decide exactly what our position should be it is necessary to

review the entire problem involving the emphasis on the administration of civil rights

laws. As a practical matter these all-inclusive civil rights bills have not fared well

in Congress. It appears that one of the reasons for this, aside from the fact that civil

rights legislation is always extremely controversial, is the fact that tacked on to these

all-inclusive bills are proposed changes in the substantive civil rights laws. For

example, provision is made for eliminating discrimination in interstate commerce,

for an'anti-lynch bill and for a fair employment practices act. Any one of these

matters is headed For obvious difficulty in passing the House and Senate. The fate of

a Civil Rights Commission, the creation of a Civil Rights Division in the Department

of Justice and the creation of a Civil Rights Committee within Congress depend upon

the fate, for example, of the anti-lynch bill. Although the first three proposals

relating to the Commission, Division, and Congressional Committee might be laudable

they are almost certain to meet defeat because of being tied up with these other more

controversial matters. It seems to me the only way these general proposals would

stand any chance of success in Congress would be to separate them from any proposals

for changes in the substantive law, or at least from such proposals as are known to be

extremely controversial.
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The objective of most of the proposed civil rights legislation is to provide

weapons for the federal government to carry forward an affirmative and vigorous

program to enforce civil rights provided for in the Federal Constitution. The direction

of this legislation is to make it a crime for any person or group of persons to deprive

any individual of any of these rights. The legislation in some instances goes further

to place in our criminal statutes provisions for prosecuting for criminal violations

those public officers who fail or neglect to enforce civil rights laws. This type of

legislation is analogous to the statutory provisions which make it a crime for a police

chief or district attorney to fail to enforce gambling laws. Not only is gambling

illegal and the person committing that violation subject to punishment, but also the

public officer who fails to arrest and prosecute the violator is subject to a criminal

charge for this neglect. The purpose of this type of legislation is to put as much

emphasis as is possible in carrying out a program of ridding this country of conditions

wherein individual civil rights are infringed upon. In the civil rights legislation not

only is provision made for criminal sanctions,but persons whose rights have been

invaded are provided a remedy for civil recovery which is also in the nature of a

punitive measure.

It seems in the civil rights field we have two diametrically opposed

philosophies. On the one hand we have those people who would place civil rights

violations in a category where the government would be required to investigate,

ferret out, and be constantly on the alert for any single case of a violation of an

individual civil rights. Wherever such violation is found the full impact of the
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criminal law would be directed towards the violator. In addition to civil remedies

and as an auxiliary aid, any public officer who permitted such a violation would

also be subject to criminal prosecution. This approach would seem to be based on

the idea that the rights guaranteed by the Constitution cannot be allowed to be

voluntarily complied with by the citizen, but should be enforced by the police power

of the federal government.

On the other side of the ledger we find those people who would argue

that the rights guaranteed by the Constitution are there for the protection of individuals;

that when any individual's rights are i nfringed upon he is protected in our courts by

the Constitution against such infringement. This view would seem to support the idea

that it is not necessary to make these infringements separate crimes, but that it is

sufficient that the Constitution stands as the barrier against any actions which violate

civil rights.

At the present time we seem to be in a state of compromise where many

rights guaranteed by the Constitution are left for adjudications in courts if and when

such violations occur. For example, if a person is not brought to a speedy trial in

a criminal case, the case is dismissed by reason of the constitutional guarantee,

or if a person is not allowed a jury trial and is convicted, the case is reversed because

the proceedings were not in accordance with the Contitution. The act of bringing a

person to trial without allowing him the choice of a jury trial or the act of not bringing

him to a speedy trial are not made separate crimes. However, we have come to recognize

that certain types of activity which would be in violation of civil rights should be made
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separate crimes, such as those situations involving police brutality or lynching.

A great deal of the proposed legislation in the field of civil rights would result in

shifting this emphasis from our present middle ground over to the extreme position of

making every violation a separate crime, etc.

Just how far it is sensible for the federal government to go in making

separate crimes of violations of this sort is an extremely difficult matter to decide.

I believe only after careful study with a completely open mind could we arrive at

the proper solution. Unfortunately, whenever we touch this field of civil rights we

are immediately entangled in prejudices, conflicting philosophies and politics.

Looking at the problem strictly from a criminal prosecution point of view, it is my

opinion that we should be very reluctant to make separate crimes for many of this

type of violations. To resort to the criminal law in an effort to administer everyday

activities is a dangerous proposition, and I believe that we have taken this way out

in connection with regulatory measures on too many occasions. Eventually we would

find ourselves in the position of having every act which is not proper under the myriad

of laws criminal in nature, even though in fact such acts are by no means tsR true

crimes.

Although this field of civil rights is extremely interesting from a theoretical

view, we do not have to decide all these momentous problems immediately. We have

progressed from year to year commenting on the various proposals and have apparently,

as indicated above, reached a middle ground. However, the emphasis that we should
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Returning now to the problems before us, I believe our comments on

the substantive law changes proposed in Congress are proper. I believe, however,

that we should settle upon the view we should take on the creation of a Civil Rights

Division and Civil Rights Commission, so that we are certain that such views reflect

our true thinking along these lines.
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Mr. Olney

* UNITED STAT ' GOVERNMENT

DATE: October 31, 1955

Herbert Erownell, Jr.

At a
of Directors of
tion on Friday,
mneorandum, and
Mr. Carl M'urphy
Association, to

conference witL the ime!lbcr:; of the Boaxrd
the National Newspaper Publishers Associa-
October 28, I was presented with the attached
I agreed to have periodical conferences with
of Baltimore, as a representative of the
keep them in touch with developments.

I would like to discuss the substance of this
memorandum with you and any of your assistants you wish to
have join the conference, with special reference to the
status of our investigations in Mississippi.

If convenient to you we will hold the conference
in ny office Wednesday, N ovember 9, at 2.30. . '

Attachment

I /\ I *.(.1 Y __

.iF

j -' ~c.t *r':3 5 n
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STATEMENT OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
of the

NATIONAL NEWSPAPER PUBLISHERS ASSOCIATION

Subject: Injustices In Iississippi And Other Southern
States

(To serve as a basis for conference with
Honorable Herbert Brownell

United States Attorney General)

I. The two criminal provisions of the Federal Civil Rights

Statutes which are the basis for prosecutions in this type

of cases are:

Section 241:

"Conspiracy Against Rights of Citizens:--If
two or more persons conspire to, injUre,v,oppress,
threaten, or intimidate any c irnmherre
exercise or enjoyment of any riht- or- privilege
secured to him by the Constitution or laws of the
United States, or because of his having so
exercised the same: or

"If two or more persons go in disguise on
the highway, or on the premises of another,
with intent to prevent or hinder his free
exercise or enjoyment of any right or privilege
so secured-- *******"

Section 24 2 -X-- 6 ,L-4

"Deprivation of rights under color of =W.f, t~955 i
Whoever, under color of any law, statute,
ordinance reoulation, or custom, wilfully ;-

subjects any inhabitant of any State.,'"Terraitory,
or District to the deprivation of any- i :t-'-----
privileges, or immunities secured or protected
by the Constitution ( -s.aws of the United States
or to diferent punishments, pains, or penalties,
on account of such inhabitant being an alien,
or by reason of his color, or race, than are
prescribed for the punishment o citizens, shall
be fined not more than $1,000 or imprisoned not
more than one year, or both,"
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II. Important Instances to be Considered.

A. The White Citizens Councils, organized in Mississippi,
state that one of their chief aims is to keep
colored persons from voting.

Other items on their program include continuance of
segregation in the schools and maintenance of the
status quo in race relations.

They have been careful to state publicly that
they abhor violence, but their campaign and the
language they use create an atnosphere in which
death threats and murders have been tolerated by
the local and state law enforcement authorities.

The White Citizens Councils have encouraged an
economic boycott of colored citizens who stand up
for their civil rights, have sought to have
militant Negroes fired from jobs, and have
instigated denial of credit to farmers and small
businessmen in order to force them to accept the
Mississippi Jim Crow system.

B. On May 7, 1955, Rev. George W. Lee was murdered in
Belzoni, Mississippi, because he refused to remove
his name from the list of registered voters when
ordered to do so by local whites.

Nothing has been done to arrest and try his killers.

C. As the election campaign got hotter, more and more
pressure was pat to force Negroes to get off the
voting lists.

Thousands, fearing for their lives, did so.

In one county alone Negro registration dropped from
400 to about 80. In Lowndes County death threats
were sent through the mails to three registered
colored voters.

On August 13, Lamar Smith, a registered voter, was
called from his hcme to the courthouse in Lincoln
County and shot to deathm the steps.
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D. On August 29, the Till boy, from Chicago, who was
/ visiting an uncle near the town of Money,

Mississippi, was kidnapped by two or more persons
and his body was found August 31 in a river.

His head had been bashed in.

The "crime" of this 4lear-old boy was a reported
"wolf whistle" and an alleged ugly remark" to
the wife of a storekeeper.

For this he was kidnapped and lynched by the
woman s husband and brother-in-law.

E. In the county surrounding Mound Bayou during the
last election voting boxes of Negroes were
forcibly taken and the contents destroyed.

III. Please note that:

Intimidation and violence emphasized by the three known
killings give the picture to the world that in areas of
this country colored citizens can be intimidated, beaten
and even murdered without the criminals involved being
punished by either the state or federal authorities.

While well-trained lawyers can make documented arguments
showing how nothing can be done, it is impossible for the
readers of our newspapers to understand how this type of
violence can go unpunished in the year of 1955.

It is obvious that the State of Mississippi is going to
do nothing more than pro forma prosecutions.

This will be a precedent for other states of the South
to follow thesame type of program.

Consequently we are in the position of insisting that if
the federal government fails to act there will be no action.

As much as we would like to have criminal laws enforced
by the several states rather than by the Federal Government,
it is so certain now that the Federal Government must accept
its responsibility for acting as a result of the failure
of the state to act.

We, therefore, should take up thecases set out above in
order.
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A. Although more than likely it will be argued that the
hrite Citizens' Councils are not violating the laws of the

United States, they most certainly should be investigated
thoroughly to determine whether or not they should be included
in the Attorney General's list of subversive organizations
similar to the Ku Klux Klan,

B. The case of Rev, G. W. Lee certainr warrants prosecution
under the Federal Civil Rights Section for he was murdered
solely to prevent h:im from exercisinug his constitutionally
protected right to vote.

This is clearly within the Federal Rights Statutes even within
the decision of the United States Supreme Court in the
case of U.S. v. Screws.

C. The case of Lamar Smith. While we do not know the results
of the F.B.I. investigations in these cases, this seems
to also be within this statute.

D. The murder of Emmett Till may not be within the present
framework of the Federal Civil Rights Statutes. Nevertheless,
it is a cold-blooded murder or lynching. This is the
clearest demonstration of the need of the Department of
Justice and the Attorney General to join in support of the
bills now in Congress to strengthen the Civil Rights laws
of the Civil Rights Section of the Department of Justice.

IV. The members of the National Newspaper Publishers

Association wish to make it clear that we are not lawyers

or sons of lawyers.

We are not willing to get involved in legal technicalities

or niceties of the law.

We are interested in seeing that our Federal Government

finds a way to punish those responsible for the crimes in

Missis4ppi, and to assure all citizens that these atrocities

wiill not be repeated.
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It appears that the F.B.I. has done an excellent job of

investigation.

We think it is time now that prosecutions were instituted.

The longer we wait the more crimes willbe committed.

We believe that one successful prosecution of those

persons in Mississippi who "conspire to oppress and intimidate

citizens in the free exercise or enjoyment of their rights and

privileges as guaranteed by the Constitution of the United

States," will break the back of this conspiracy with the

same dispatch with which you accomplished the destruction

of the Ku Klux Klan in North Carolina.

Your address on "Freedom As A Living Reality" delivered

at the Annual Inter-Faith Dinner in New York on October 16th

was timely and pertinent.

Timely, because our people have waited since the initiation

of these Mississippi outrages for a responsible spokesman of

the administration to condemn them.

Pertinent, because you began your address with a statement

that, "Over the entrance cfthe United States Supreme Court

building in Washington are carved the words 'Equal Justice

Under Law. '"

You consider this the "cornerstone of our great Republican

fo1m of government because it embraces the great concept

of impartial administration of the rules governing the

ri?hts of men."
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Our Constitution illuminates this statement with its

declaration, that there shall be no special privileges or

immunities for any citizen, and that all shall vote without

discrimination as to race.

Unless e l j ustice under law can be carved also on

every courthouse of the United States, and especially in

Missippi and other southern states, it has no meaning for

colored citizens who reside in those areas.

For them it is sounding brass and tinkling cymbals.

It is mockery and delusion.

The temper of oppressed peoples around the world shows

an impatience with proffers of freedom on the installment

plan, when the contracts in their Constitutions call for

cash on the barrelhead.

Especially are they impatient with those who say, that

rights of minorities can be postponed or delayed, that the time

is not ripe, that we seek to go too fast, and that gradualism

and persuasion should take the place of law enforcement.

A survey shows non-Communist newspapers in France

have commented more bitterly and more frequently on the

Till lynching than the Ccmmunists.

Realities magazine, published in Paris, polled

representatives frcon nine Asian countries.

Only one out of nine believed the United States is

now in top place in world affairs. Four chose Communist Russ-

four were not willing t#ake a choice.
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The spectacle of our country abstaining or voting

with the losers on questions affecting freedom of minorities

in Algeria, Morocco, and South Africa is not an inspiring

one.

The United States, which leads the world in economic

and scientific advancement, like Little Bo Peep, constantly

seeks to round up lost allies in the United Nations, allies

lost by our shocking demonstration that there is no such

thing as equal justice under law for our citizens who belong

to the darker races.

Carl Murphy, Member
Board of Directors
National Newspaper Publishers

Association
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:.. If you plan to appear before Subcommittee No. 2, please so
advise Mr. Thomas Broden, Jr., Committee Counsel, on National 8-3120,

-i - extension 2052, or write him at Room 345 Old House Office Building
: : as soon as possible.

With best wishes, I am
............

..... Sincerely yours, '
-- ' - -1056

... ........

............ 
. . . . ..-'. 

. . .
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'OPY HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, U.S.
COMi4ITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY

Washington, D.C.

February 23, 1956

Honorable Herbert Brownell, Jr.
Attorney General
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Attorney General:

This is to advise you that Subcommittee No. 2 of the Com-
mittee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives has under
active consideration a number of civil rights bills. I send you
herewith a copy of the hearings held on July 13, 14 and-27, 1955,
which identifies and includes copies of these civil rights bills.
At a meeting in executive session of Subcommittee No. 2, on Feb-
ruary 22, 1956, it was indicated that the press had carried stories
to the effect that the Department of Justice plans to submit civil
rights legislation to Congress.

If you would like to present the views of the Department
of Justice to Subcommittee No. 2 before that group takes action on
civil rights legislation, Subcommittee 2 will be happy to receive
them. In view of the fact that civil rights bills have been pending
before Congress for over a year and because of the heavy work load
already programmed for future action by Subcommittee No. 2, it is
not possible to delay action on this legislation past 10:00 A.M.
Wednesday, February 29, 1956. The subcommittee would be glad to
have you, or whomever you may designate, appear and present the
views of the Department of Justice on civil rights legislation at
a meeting of Subcommittee No. 2 on Wednesday, February 29, 1956,
at 10:00 A.M. in Room 327, Old House Office Building. If this is
not convenient for you, the subcommittee would be happy to receive,
prior to that date, a written statement of the views of the Depart-
ment of Justice on this legislation so that these views may be given
full consideration at a meeting of the subcommittee on February 29.

..........."

............

.. ....... ·

............
.. .. .. ..

..... .....
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- PRELDIARTY DRIAFT

-: Statement of Attorney General Herbert Brownell, Jr.
''' on Civil Right -

: President iseenhower, in his State of the Union Message, said.

- : is disturbing that in rmne localities allegatios
-persist that Negro citizens are being deprived of their

right to vote and ara likewise being subjected to un-
warranted economic pressures. I recommend that the
substance of these charges be thoroughly examined by a
Bipartisan Comission created by the Congress. It is

.... hoped that such Commission wil be established promptly
so tha it ay arrive at fidings wich can receive early

....... co sid .ratio. .

' We I must strive to have every pcrson judged and
m.easured by what he is, rather thn by hi. color. race

- or religion. There will soon be recommended to the
( Congress a program farther to advance the eiforts of the

Government, within the area of Federal responsibility,
... to accomplish tes objectves."

Under our system of government, conflicts as to the interpretm-
tions of existing law are determined by the courts. Tbhi s is true wether

....... the quetio ivolves a unicipal ordinnce, a stte law an act of o-

gress. or the Constitution of the United States. Cur judicial tribunals
have the ultimate authority to declare that the states, the Congress, or the
Executive Branch of the Federal Government have taken action which is
contrary to the supreme law of the land. Cbedience to law as interprated
by the courts is the way differences are and must be resolved.

.............. .....

. as to the rights of some of our citizens as guaranteed by the Constitution,
there is a constant need for restraint, calm judgment and understanding.
hn order to prevent extremists from causing great disorder and irrepara-
, ble harm it is irportant o rel o nd order fior the resolution of

:i. ~ these most difficult problems. It is particularly importaat, therefore,
to provide more flble civiremedies rather than t rely solely on
existng criminal statutes to guarartee to al of our citiens the rights to

.. whihch they are ent itled nder the Co Ftituldin,

'With thL in mind and in kaoping with the President's mesage. I

........

.. submit te following r stecommendationse to the Congress: First, erreaio

. . .......................................... . .............
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of the Bipartisan Cormmission referred to ia the meiztage,; econd, amend-
aent of exiating statutes to give further protection of the right to voe;

third, amendment of existing civil rights stattes to further protect ether
.righ. privileges and immunlties secured by the Conmstittion; fourth,
creation of an additiona oftice of Assistant Attorney Geueral to head a
Inrw Civil Rights Division i the Dpartmaent of JiUtice.

...........

.........

Sepatrte bLiUs detailing these four proposals are submitted with
this statemeant.

:.........:.::

..i/ ...

The right to vote is ona of .ur most preciaus rights. It is the
cornertone of o ar form of government and affords protection for our
other rights. It must be ea«lously saftguarded.

: Where the re ar charges that by one menan or another the vote
. -. is being deni4d, we must find oat all of the facts -- te extent, the mA.thods,

.. the results. The same is true of substantial charges that warranted
economic or other pressures are being applied to deny other fundAmentai
rights safeguarded by the Constitutio an d laws of th United States. Th

:.::::~.:-:.: ....: President has therefore asked Congress to create a Bipartisan Cornmission
clothed with all powers necessary to make thorough investigations, findings

.-.. and recommendation ................... -

.".'.........

' The respounibility for the b olution of this problem does not rest
solely on the people of any particular area or locality. It is as well the

: common problem and responsibility of all of us, north, south, east or west.
The need for a full scale public study ia nandifest. The executive branch
of the federal government ha no general investigative power of the scope
rcqaired to utdertake such a study. The study should be objective and
free from partisanship. It should be broad and at the same time thoro$h.

We must affirm to all the world that civU rights are of primary
concern to all our people. To thir end the selection of the Commission A
rxembership must be truly bipartisan ad geographically representaLive.

: appdate bt re.idrnt rai te ce ree td re wo astke en teir Searts No
:-.'-~i.:..-< . more ttam three mar&y be of the same political larty. The Commias io wtil

. - ag completion of a compreh*rsive final report containing findings and
- rec oraaeodatiosa.

..............

ins take oef under othaid final rti rt oudtata fnon anydx¢uLve

... .

.............

............... ...............

'
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The Comanisioa will bave authority to hold public hearings in
every area where there are substantial reasons for concern over alleged
denials of civil rights. Knowledge and understanding of every element of
: th probcm will give Fgreater clarity ad perspective to osae of the most
dificult problems faciag our country. Such an inquiry, fairly condocted,
will tend to unite responsible people ia common effort to combat inoraace

- ad lawlessess - -

If ther are findings of deprivation of civil rights in any particlar
Locality, the Commission shod endeavor to discover its source, its extet,
the methods used, and tht coumnuaity"s eiforts and achievemerts towards
fioding it. ow solution. Th Coamission, in the course of its inqiry,
W may do mach to clear the air of groundless rumor or charge. anvestigasca

:: and hbarings willbriag ito sharpr focas the areas of respostibiity of
.. the federal government and of the stat*e unde r our Cottictioal syste.m

Through greater public understanding, therefore, the Comrission may
chbart a course ot progreas to guide us in the years ahcad.

The first and mot t mportant of the proposed amendments to exilt-
ing law concerns voting. In this the federal government seeks no broader
statutory power than is necessary to protect the rights of suffrage guaran-

........ teed by the Fourteenth and Fifteenth Arcendnents and other provisions of
the Cons titution.

Civil remedies have aever before been available to the Attorney
I General in this field. We thnk that they should be available. Hereto-

:: fore the Department of Justice ha been limited to the bringing of crirrLnal
-actions after the harm has been done. Criminal cases in this sensitive

- field, by their very nature, are extraordinarily dffLiult for &LL concerned.
Our ultimate goal is the safeguarding of the fre e exercise of the voting

. right, subject to the legitimate power of the state to prescribe necessary
' and fair voting qualification. To this end, civil proceedings to foreLstll

. denials of the right may ofte be tar more effective in the long run than
criminal proceedings to paish after the event.

-irstt, the proposed legislation will change the exsting civil voting
- tatute, 42 U.S.C. * 1971. ThUs tatte doteclares thato ail itiUess who are
otherwise qualified to vote at any elctiom (state or feder&a) shall be entitled
to exercise their vote withomt distnction of race or color. The statute Is

- limited, however, to deprivatios of voting right by state officers or other
persons ating under color f law. We recommend the addiion of a section

-.f h- ich will cover a denial of the right to vote cased by anyone, whether
acting under color of law or not, in ay election, general, special, or

...................
........ ......... ......................................
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|Ti rth, we x^*«ffaii atBm«damit of TitLe 23 of tof Code to mevure
that f*d«ra disaltrit «oirt* shAt l hU b a rlAcktmI la civil rilht cat.

C . .

In 4d-iloa toe r svti»g baill, w prrepr. lrgislmioa tlto stra-ngtl-a
· aaother civil rights statIfte - i1 U.S.C. . This *ttat m&ko& It unlAwfil

i for two or moro persoin to coIspri ':tO iJ,ur oppress, thLrata or ia-
- "i: dt« aay ciLtUa La Lh fr.ee to rcJal or ej oyrgut orf T right or

*1 * privilfgeC **cur«4 to him by the Ceadiltutioa or laws of tk« United Sttate,
ii'i or b%Aause of hi haviag . oxer€i&e«d Otm Uama". As sa «actio= ag*inust
: ·ab-4s o elf civil rigLts. t can bco 'e m.nore eflectiwv wtLh those propiosed

FI:irst, broaden thi atut« to incltudc a4ivtiduml8.' Under thU preaent
i! :u «trtitt ttwo Or more persons mere«ly ceaupire to d*ay Saother pcroon hi.

civil rights, it is a crinme however, if a stagle individual. t fact, actually
ajures, oppresses, threartn< or iutimits. iat r pAr*on ta d.cying MLi

:fre e:ercis: of eAs cvii right, it i sot a cria. We r€xeM laead thLi this.

e. ..t......... .

Ii^- -aac^, ebager ui proead ^4ut-t»4- 1&« CoQ r4 ~ mr i~ght
or prrvilege secured to imM fby th CMstitatLUato -r*lgLt. prvilege, or

s. inu-alty #*tur4d or pretecte by tbCy.ttiea ,Y

( . ThiUr4, to Iaduiarl iast»aUatl* pMIti St. rridod to
lAwfdl €«adt which y^lta lso In 4wtl

...... ... . ... .... .. ............ . . ...................... .. ......
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A civil counterpart of Section 241 is 42 U.S.C. * 1985. This tatute
gives a right of action for damages to aey persoa injured by an act done in
.fariheaace of a coaspirac to (1) preveat a peroao from accepting or holding
foieral eofice or dischargln its dutlesi (2) Itimudate parties, witersses or
Jutors, or othrwise obstruct uLstice; or (3) deprive prsoas of the equal
prouctiUo of S laws or W eqmal priegs Abr d lamnunities, ijtcludia the

:".p- igfht to vote ia iderl tl . '.' ..t...

Th* legistltlon wich vwe propose wl d" ar uew sectio to this statut
to cofler authority o t Attorney GeaNral to ititiat civil U ;too whre ae-
cesstry to protect the rits suretrd by tbt *tatoe.

At present the CriyU Right Sectinn o eke DXpartsBeat o* Justtce b
one of a number ad sectioan located withia tme Crimia s Dvtio . Tih
protection of civil rights garaateed by the Cesituto is a gOT*rzrumal
function and responsibilty of first impeortance. It nwrits the full direction

1 of a highly quilified lawyer, with the stats of Alssistnt Attorney General,
appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate.

civil law rsrnedies. The civti rilhts enAforcement activities of the Depart-
m* nrt of Jstice should not, thereforf, be co:fiad to the Criminal Division.

Apart from the proposed new laws. the decisions and decrees of the
United States Supreme Court relatinag to integration in the field of education

legal activity in the civil rights field.

These considtrations call for the athriation of an aditioal
Assistant Attorney General to direct the Government's legal activities in
the field of civil rights.

I believe that the enactment of all of this legislation not oaly will
give a the mean. to mee.t, o.ly and fa.telige*tly. our respons.iity for
the xaXguarding of ConatituatUnal righta La this country, but will demon-
strate to the world at large oar deterzniatims to secure e4aal justUce uader
'a for all peop ..

.......
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APR 9  1956

The Speaker
House of Representatives
Washington, D. C.

Dear Mr. Speaker:

At a time when many-Americans are separated by deep emotions
as to the rights of some of our citizens as guaranteed by the Constitu-
tion, there is a constant need for restraint, calm judgment and under-
standing. Obedience to law as interpreted by the courts is the way
differences are and must be resolved. It is essential to prevent
extremists from causing irreparable harm.

In keeping with this spirit, President Eisenhower, in his
State of the Union Message, said:

"It is disturbing that in some localities allega-
tions persist that Negro citizens are being deprived
of their right to vote and are likewise being sub-
jected to unwarranted economic pressures. I recommend
that the substance of these charges be thoroughly
examined by a Bipartisan Commission created by the
Congress. It is hoped that such a Commission will
be established promptly so that it may arrive at
findings which can receive early consideration. ***

"We must strive to have every person judged and
measured by what he is, rather than by his color,
race or religion. There will soon be recommended
to the Congress a program further to advance the
efforts of the Government, within the area of Federal
responsibility, to accomplish these objectives."

The right to vote is one of our most precious rights. It is

the cornerstone of our form of government and affords protection for
our other rights. It must be safeguarded.

Where there are charges that by one means or another the vote

is being denied, we must find out all of the facts -- the extent, the
methods, the results. The same is true of substani l-charg s-tt--

prpP nTrr )'IG'CE |

? YAPR U 1056 ,
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unwarranted economic or other pressures are being applied to deny funda-
mental rights safeguarded by the Constitution and laws of the United
States.

The need for a full scale public study as requested by the
President is manifest. The executive branch of the federal govern-
ment has no general investigative power of the scope required to
undertake such a study. The study should be objective and free from
partisanship. It should be broad and at the same time thorough.

Civil rights are of primary concern to all our people. To
this erd the Commission's membership must be truly bipartisan and
geographically representative.

A bill detailing the Commission proposal is submitted
with this statement,

The proposed legislation provides that the Commission shall
have six members, appointed by the President with the advice and con-
sent of the Senate. No more than three may be of the same political
party. The Commission will be temporary, expiring two years from the
effective date of the statute, unless extended by Congress, It will
have authority to subpoena witnesses, take testimony under oath, and
request necessary data from any executive department or agency. It
may be required to make interim reports pending completion of a
comprehensive final report containing findings and recommendations.

The Commission will have authority to hold public hearings.
Knowledge and understanding of every element of the problem will give
greater clarity and perspective to one of the most difficult problems
facing our country. Such a study, fairly conducted, will tend to
unite responsible people in common effort to solve these problems.
Investigation and hearings will bring into sharper focus the areas
of responsibility of the federal government and of the states under
our constitutional system. Through greater public understanding,
therefore, the Commission may chart a course of progress to guide us
in the years ahead.

At present the Civil Rights Section of the Department of
Justice is one of a number of sections located within the Criminal
Division. The protection of civil rights guaranteed by the Constitu-
tion is a governmental function and responsibility of first importance.
It merits the full direction of a highly qualified lawyer, with the
status of Assistant Attorney General, appointed by the President with
the advice and consent of the Senate.
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In this area, as pointed out more fully below, more
emphasis should be on civil law remedies. The civil rights enforce-
ment activities of the Department of Justice should not, therefore,
be confined to the Criminal Division.

The decisions and decrees of the United States Supreme
Court relating to integration in the field of education and in
other areas, and the civil rights cases coming before the lower
federal courts in increasing numbers, are indicative of generally
broadening legal activity in the civil rights field.

These considerations call for the authorization of an
additional Assistant Attorney General to direct the Government's
legal activities in the field of civil rights. A draft of legis-
lation to effect this result is submitted herewith.

III

The present laws affecting the right of franchise were
conceived in another era. Today every interference with this right
should not necessarily be treated as a crime. Yet the only method
of enforcing existing laws protecting this right is through
criminal proceedings.

Civil remedies have not been available to the Attorney
General in this field. We think that they should be. Criminal
cases in a field charged with emotion are extraordinarily difficult
for all concerned. Our ultimate goal is the safeguarding of the
free exercise of the voting right, subject to the legitimate power
of the state to prescribe necessary and fair voting qualifications.
To this end, civil proceedings to forestall denials of the right
may often be far more effective in the long run than harsh crimilal
proceedings to punish after the event.

The existing civil voting statute (section 1971 of Title
42, United States Code) declares that all citizens who are other-
wise qualified to vote at any election (state or federal) shall be
entitled to exercise their vote without distinction of race or
color. The statute is limited, however, to deprivations of voting
rights by state officers or other persons purporting to act under
authority of law. In the interest of proper law enforcement to
guarantee to all of our citizens the rights to which they are
entitled under the Constitution, I urge consideration by the Congress
and the proposed Bipartisan Commission of three changes.

First, addition of a section which will prevent anyone
from threatening, intimidating, or coercing an individual in the
exercise of his right to vote, whether claiming to act under
authority of law or not, in any election, general, special or
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primary, concerning candidates for federal office.

Second, authorization to the Attorney General to bring
injunction or other civil proceedings on behalf of the United
States or the aggrieved person in any case covered by the statute,
as so changed.

Third, elimination of the requirement that all state
administrative and judicial remedies must be exhausted before
access can be had to the federal court.

IV

Under another civil rights statute (section 1985 of
Title 42 of the United States Code) conspiracies to interfere
with certain rights can be redressed only by a civil suit by the
individual injured thereby. I urge consideration by the Congress
and the proposed Bipartisan Commission of a proposal authorizing
the Attorney General to initiate civil action where necessary to
protect the rights secured by that statute.

I believe that consideration of these proposals not
only will give us the means intelligently to meet our responsi-
bility for the safeguarding of Constitutional rights in this
country, but will reaffirm our determination to secure equal
justice under law for all people.

Sincerely,

HERBERT BROWNELL JR.

Attorney General
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A BILL

To establish a Bipartisan Commission on Civil Rights
in the Executive Branch of the Government

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives

of the United States of Aaerica in Congress aseembled,

ESTABLISH4ENT OF THE COMISSION ON CIVIL RIGHTS

Sec l(a) There is created in the Executive Branch of the

Government a Commission on Civil Rights (hereinafter called the

"Commission").

(b) The Commission shall be composed of six members

who shall be appointed by the President by and with the advice and

consent of the Senate. Not more than three of the members shall at

any one time be of the same political party.

(c) The President shall designate one of the members of

the Commission as Chairman and one as Vice Chairman. The Vice Chair-

man shall act as Chairman in the absence of disability of the Chairman,

or in the event of a vacancy in that office.

(d) Any vacancy in the Commission shall not affect its

powers and shall be filled in the same manner, and subject to the same

limitation with respect to party affiliation, as the original appoint-

ment was made.

(e) Four members of the Commission shall constitute a

quorum.
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COMPENSATION OF MEMBERS OF THE COMMISSION

Sec. 2(a) Each member of the Commission who is not otherwise

in the service of the Government of the United States shall receive

the sum of $50.00 per day for each day spent in the work of the

Commission, shall be reimbursed for actual and necessary travel

expenses, and shall receive a per diem allowance of $12.00 in lieu

of actual expenses for subsistence, inclusive of fees or tips to

porters and stewards.

(b) Each member of the Commission who is otherwise

in the service of the Government of the United States shall serve

without compensation in addition to that received for such other

service, but while engaged in the work of the Commission shall be

reimbursed for actual and necessary travel expenses, and shall

receive a per diem allowance of $12.00 in lieu of actual expenses

for subsistence, inclusive of fees or tips to porters and stewards.

DUTIES OF THE COMMISSION

Sec. 3(a) The Commission shall:

(1) Investigate the allegations that

certain citizens of the United

States are being deprived of

their right to vote or are

being subjected to unwarranted

economic pressures by reason

of their color, race, religion,

or national origin.

(2) Study and collect informationQ f Ac

concerning economic, social and 1J3:.<- .-. '. :. c . 't,-, >1.
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the laws under the Constitution.

(3) Appraise the laws and policies of the

Federal Government with respect to

equal protection of the laws under

the Constitution.

(b) The Commission shall submit interim reports to the

President at such times as either the Commission or the President

shall deem desirable, and shall submit to the president a final and

comprehensive report of its activities, findings, and recommenda-

tions not later than two years from the date of the enactment of this

statute.

(c) Sixty days after the submission of its final report

and recommendations the Commission shall cease to exist.

POWERS OF THE COMISSION

Sec. 4 (a) Within the limitations of its appropriations, the

Commission may appoint a full-time staff director and such other

personnel as it deems advisable, in accordance with the civil

service and classification laws, and may procure services as

authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 2, 1946 (60 Stat. 810;

5 U.S.C. 55a) but at rates for individuals not in excess of $50.00

per diem.

(b) The Commission may accept and utilize services of

voluntary and uncompensated personnel and pay any such personnel

actual and necessary traveling and subsistence expenses incurred

while engaged in the work of the Commission (or, in lieu of subsistence,

a per dien allowance at a rate not in excess of $12.00).

(c) The Commission may constitute such advisory committees

and may consult with such representatives of State and local govern-

ments, and private organizations, as it deems advisable.

(d) All Federal agencies shall cooperate fully with the

Commission to the end that it may effectively carry out its functions and

duties.
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(e) The Commission, or on the authorization of the

Commission any subc.ommittee of two or more members, may, for the

purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Act, hold such

hearings and act at such times and places as the Commission or such

authorized subcommittee may deem advisable. Subpoenas for the

attendance and testimony of witnesses and/or the production of

written or other matter may be issued over the signature of the

Chairman of the Commission or of such subcommittee, and may be

served by any person designated by such Chairman.

(f) In case of contumacy or refusal to obey a subpoena,

any district court of the United States or the United States court

of any Territory or possession, or the District Court of the United

States for the District of Columbia, within the jurisdiction of which

the inquiry is carried on or within the jurisdiction of which said

person guilty of contumacy or refusal to obey is found or resides or

transacts business, upon application by the Attorney General of the

United States shall have jurisdiction to issue to such person an

order requiring such person to appear before the Commission or a

subcommittee thereof, there to produce evidence if so ordered, or

there to give testimony touching the matter under investigation; and

any failure to obey such order of the court may be punished by said

court as a contempt thereof.

APPROPRIATIONS

Sec. 5. There is hereby authorized to be appropriated out of

any money in the Treasury not otherwise appropriated, so much as may

be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act.
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A BILL

To provide for an additional Assistant Attorney General.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the

United States of America in Congress assembled, That there shall be in

the Department of Justice one additional Assistant Attorney General,

who shall be appointed by the President, by and with the advice and

consent of the Senate, who shall assist the Attorney General in the

performance of his duties, and who shall receive compensation at the

rate prescribed by law for other Assistant Attorneys General.

r.
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From

THE DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENE]

to

Official indicated below by check mark

The Attorney General

The Solicitor General

Assistant Attorney General, Antitrust_

As sistant Attorney General, Tax________

Assistant Attorney General, Civil_

Assistant Attorney General, Lands

As sistant Attorney General, Criminal__ ___

Assistant Attor;ey General, Legal Counsel

Assistant Attorney General, Alien Property

Assistant Attorney General, Internal Security

Administrative Assistant Attorney General

Director, F.B.I._

Director, Bureau of Prisons

Commissioner, Immig. and Naturalization

Pardon Attorney___

Parole Board

Board of Immigration Appeals_ _

Executive Assistant to the Attorney General

Director, Public Information -

Records Administration Branch

_ - , , , ,_ ,

-[

MEMORANDUM

k/dls7

Please have a reply prepared for

my signature and a copy of it marked

for the files of my office. All

Congressional mail to be acknowledged

within three days after receipt in

Divisions.

V*If 'C} * O' C; i

_ .- 0i .w

-, G;  * ': !* .'-LA ANC ' H |

--- E---RECEIVED

FE? 2" t'57
CIVIL RIGHTS SECTlON

/
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CSTrBS KEFf,UVER, TENN. 'ALEXANDr. WILLY
L.LI D. JOHNSTON, 8. C. , WILLIAM LANGER. N. DAK.

THOIAS C. HENNINGS, R., MO. WILLIAM E. JENNER. IND.
JOHtN L. MC CLELCAN. ARK(. AFrHUR V. WATKINS, UTAH
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^ From ^
ASSISTANT 'TORNEY GENERAL WARRE OLNEY III

Criminal Division
To

Official indicated by check mark

I

The Attorney General ....... .. ..... .... ...

The Solicitor General .......................

Deputy Attorney General................ ....

Assistant Attorney General (Antitrust) ........

Assistant Attorney General (Civil) ............

As sistant Attorney General (Internal Security). .

Assistant Attorney General (Lands) ...........

Assistant Attorney General (Tax) .............

Assistant Attorney General
(Office of Legal Counsel) ..................

Director, FBI ..............................

Director of Prisons .........................

Commissioner, Immigration and
Naturalization ........

Pardon Attorney............................

Administrative Assistant Atty. Gen .........

Deputy Administrative Asst. Atty. Gen. .....

The Executive Assistant to the Atty. Gen.....

Director of Public Infdrmation ...............
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.TAN.ARD FORM NO. 64

I Office Mem andum · UNITED RATES GOVERNMENT

TO : Mr. Warren Olney I11, Assistant Attorney General
Criminal Division•/

9M M : Mr. Edward L. Barrett, Jr., Special Assistant to the
( ' Attorney General

DATE: February 27,

SUBJECT: Information to be Given by Attorney General to Subcommittee on
Constitutional Rights, Senate Judiciary Committee.

1. On February 26, I discussed what material should be presented by the
Attorney General with Messrs. Schauer, Barrett, Brodie, and Hubbard. We
concluded at that time that no information should be submitted as a result of
the following exchanges at the hearing:

(a) On February 14, Mr. Slayman asked the Attorney General if the
Department had recommendations to overcome the narrow interpretation put
on 18 U.S. C. 241 and 242 in the second Williams case. The Attorney General
said: "Might I have permission then to discuss that with the staff? We do have
some suggestions along that line." (Trans. p. 49.) It is our opinion that we are
not ready to make recommendations regarding amendments to 241 and 242 and
that it is best to say nothing on the subject in the absence of a further request
from the Subcommittee, The other alternative would be a restatement of what
the Attorney General said in his prepared statement about waiting until the
civil remedies had been tried out. WE DO NOT NOW HAVE PREPARED what
I would regard as satisfactory drafts of amendments to these sections.

(b) On February 15, Senator Ervin asked whether Congress would have
power to provide civil remedies in areas where it had no Constitutional power
to provide criminal remedies. Mr. Brownell replied: "I believe there are
instances on the books where it has been done, and successfully done." Senator
Ervin asked the Attorney General to "kindly advise me as to any instances of
that kind." Mr. Brownell replied: "I will be glad to furnish that, sir." We
are not certain that we understand just what this colloquy was all about. None
of us can think offhand of any situation where the federal government would
have Constitutional jurisdiction to pursue civil remedies when it had no such
jurisdiction for criminal remedies. In the absence of further specific request,
our recommendation is to say nothing on this score.

/
2. Do you concur in our recommendation? If so, should Mr.

be also consulted? '

|IViT'
l Err,TENT OF JUSTIE

8 . MAR 28 1957

. _ ,
I.:.'' ,(A-~

Rogers
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CRIMINAL DIVISION

Date: March 13, 1(57

FROM: Mr. Schauer

TO: Mr. Irons

You will note our reference to the
statement of the Snoc IHill, Grcene County
l,egistrar in the third paragraph of our
letter. The statement of this registrar,
as it apncars in the FBI reports, is
accordirnr to Pir. Jrd Parrett, one of those
-lch .Cll 7.1 bc furnished to the Subcomnmittee

in accordance with Senator Ervin s request.

i*T- !&

!I !-
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FROM: Mr. Schauer

TO: Mr. Olney

Re: Senator Ervin's letter dated 2-22-57

File No. 144-01-5

The following will indicate wty we have not

referred in attached reply to Senator Ervin to his

statement (2nd paragraph of his letter) 
concerning the

absence of complaints as to the general 
election.

1. The FBI investigation ended in Aug. 1956.

We received no particular complaints following 
the

November general election.

2. The United States Attorney at Raleigh, during

the latter part of September conferred, 
at our request,

with the Secretary of the State Board of 
Elections in an

effort to adjust things so that Negroes 
would have a

fair opportunity to register in October 
and vote in

November. The United States Attorney felt that he

accomplished something but the NAACP North 
Carolina

representative reported after the election 
that he had

noticed no change in the situation.

JJS
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4 4 Mbyt 31, 1957

Honorabe Clifford P. Case
United Sates Senate
Washingron 25, 0. C.

Lear Snator Case

Thank you for the letter of May 15 slgned by you and
Senator Kuchel requesting the comments of the Department
of Justice relative to the minority report filed by Senators
Ervin and Johnston in opposition to S. 83 (the Admantstration's
civil rights program) and particularly to their dlsctusson of thoir
Jury trial amendment. In addition to the comments which tollow
may I prticularly call to your attention the staement of the
American Civil Liberties Union opposing an amendment to
require jury trial in contempt proceedings arising under the
proposed civil righlt legislatlon. This statement was reprinted
in the Congressional Record for May 22, 1957, at pagea 6579-
6580.

The propoaed legislation saeks merely to appl long-
establi stied- civil procedure -for enforcing federal laws to
civil rtghts cases where experience has ih0own the -e for
civil remedles. In ur ing Congress to authorize the Governmnnt
to tnstitute civil suits for preventive relief in civii rigbts c¢3es
we are requesting the right to use procedures long available to
the Government as a mean oI enforcing other types of tederal
laws, Ever since the adoption of the Sherman Act 1n 1890 the
lDepartment of Justice has been empowered to institute proceed-
ings in equity to prevent and restrain civil violations of the
antitrust laws us well as to bring criminal prosecutions, The

CC: Deputy Attorney General
Attorney General
Records &
Chrono.
Mr. Ed Barrett
Civil Rights Section
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Department of Labor uses the injunctive process as a means
of enforcing the Fair Labor Standards Act. 'lie Interstate
Commerce Comnission, the Civil Aeronautics Board, the
Securities and Exchange Commission, the National Labor
Relations Board, the Atomic Energy Commission, and other
government agencies have similar authority to use civil
remedies in addition to criminal prosecutions. In none of
these fields are Jury trials required in contempt cases.

There are valid reasons for the ever-Increasing use of
civil suits for preventive relief as a means of enforcing federal
law. judicial determination of the validity of a course of conduct
In advance aida the government in its primary purpose of
preventing violation of law. It also aids the defendant since
ho can litigate the legality of his proposed conduct witholut the
necessity of taking action at the risk of a criminal conviction
if he guesses incorrectly.

All of these reasons exist In the civi rights field,
particularly in connection with the protection of the right to
vote. The primary interest of the government is In making
it possible for all citizens to vote without discrimination
based upon race, creed, or color, not in pumlshing local
officials for denylng such rights. Often it is not clear whether
the particular conduct of a registrar of voters, for example,
does constitute a violation of federal law. Under present law
the Government can only wait until the harm has been done -
the rights to vote denied - and then proceed with a criminal
prosecution as a means of testing the validity of the registrar's
action. The registrar himself is often caught between community
pressures to discriminate and the fear of federal criminal
prosecution with no way to resolve the issue in advance. With
civil remedles authorized, the Government will often be able
to obtain a judicial ruling in advance of the election which will
determine the legality of the proposed conduct of the registrar,
removing from him the necessity of risking criminal prosecution
and effectively protecting the constitutionally guaranteed right
of citizens to vote without discrimination based on race, creed,
or color.

Suits for preventive relief under the proposed legislation
will be erFn v the htraditional rules of procedure wntc ave
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always applied to such suits. The Government seeks no new
or radical procedures to govern injunction suits in civil riihrs
cases. Under the proposed legislation the rules of procedure
which have traditionally governed equitable suits in the federal
courts would apply in th e sam manner and to the same exotnt
that they now apply to Other suits by the Government for preventive
relief. The defendant in an Injunction suit in a civil rights case
will have the same riglts that the defendant now enjoys in a
similar suit under the antitrust laws, the Fair Labor Standards
Act, or any other one of the f,deral laws mentioned above.

hbese procedural protections are ample to protect all
legitimate rights of the defendant. ie gets a full hearing before
the court on the question of whether his conduct violates federal
law and henc should be enjoined. If Ih disagrees with the
determination of the court, bh may appeal the rulUng for full con-
sidlratlon by the appelate courts. In nmot cases this is the end
of tth matter. The defendant obeys the court order and the
public interest in the enforcement of the federal law bha? ben
vindicated. But if the defendant chooses to ignore or defy the
court order he may be subjected to pudishment for contempt
of court. Again he Is entitled to a full hearing before the court.
iie Is presumed to be innocenat his guilt must be established

beyond a reasonable doubt, and he cannot be conpetled to
testify against himself. If he Is found guilty, he again may
appeal. And an examination of the casin recent years demonstrares
that the appellate courts are alert to protect defendants against
any possible unfairness in contempt procedigs.

It is true that wherever the Government is authorized
to sue for preventive relief the defendant is not Oetitled to a
jury trial In contempt proceedings. The Constitution of tih
United States recognizes the traditional differences between
the procedurea. of co rT of law and courta of equity and doe
not r uquirQ jury trial in equitable proceedings. As ong ago
as 1890 the Supreme Court of the United States said: "It tba
always been on, of the attributes--one of tho poaeri neceasarily
incident to a court of Justice--that It should have this power
/fh'.? 7ontempt power7 of vindicating its dignity, of enforcing
Its orders, of protecting itself from insult, without the necessity
of calling upon a Jury to assist it in the exercise of this power."
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In 1914 Congress passed a statute (now 18 U. S. C. 3691)
extending the right to Jury trial in criminal contempt cases
where the acts constituting the contempt also constitute
criminal offenses under federal or local law. This statute
expressly excepted contempts arising out of disobedience to
court orders entered in suits brought in the name of the
United States. Since criminal contempt proceedings are not
often sought in private litigation (the Clinton, Tennessee case
is one of the few instances of its use), this statute has had ittle
impact upon the enforcement of federal court orders. In 1932
in tle Norris-LaGuardia Act Congress, after removing almost
all of the Jurisdiction of the federal courts to issue injunctions
In labor dispute cases, provided for Jury trial in contempt
proceedings arising under the Act. It was only with the enact-
ment of the Taft-Hartley Act in 1947 that the Government was
given jurisdiction to seek injunctions in any substantial number
of labor dispute cases and that Act expressly provided that the
jury trial requirement of the Norris-LaGuardia Act should not
apply to it. Hence it is probable that the statute which appears
to grant jury trial in contempt proceedings for violation of
injunctions issued in labor dispute cases (18 U. S. C. 3692) has
no application to injunction suits brought by the Government
under Taft-Hartley, which are, for all practical purposes, the
only type of injunction suits (private or governmental) in labor
diapute cases over which the federal courts have jurisdiction.
(See United States v. United Mine Workers of America, 30 U. S.
258.)

With reference to Jury trial, then, the procedure under
the proposed legislation would be the same as that which has
always governed suits by the Government for preventive relief.
This procedure appears at the present time to be effective and
satisfactory. I am aware neither of abuse nor of serious complaint
of abuse by the federal courts in contempt proceedings instituted
Sor the purpose of enforcing injunctions issued in Governmental
litigation. I foresee no reason why this procedure should not be
equally satisfactory In civil rights cases.

Enactment of legislation providing for jury trial in
contempt cases arising out of governmental ltigation would
undermine the autorty of te eeral courtsb seriously
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weakening their power to enforce their lawful ordcrs. The
offect f adopting current proposal for jury trial would b
to vwaken and undermine the authority of the federal courts
by making their every order, even when issued after due
hearing and affirmed on appeal, reviewable by a local ury.
Referring to proposals similar to those now advanced
President (and later Chief Justice) Taft said in 1908: "The
administration of justice Lea at the foundation of government.
The maintenance of the authority of the courts is essential
unless we are prepared to embrace anarchy. Never in the
history of the country has there been such an Insidious attack
upon the judicial system as the proposal to interject a jury
trial between all orders of the court made after full hearing
and the enforcement of such orders."

Furthermore the proposed amendment to exiting
procedures that is being advocated under the innocuous slogan
of "jury trial" would pzrmit practical nullification of the
effectiveness of thr proposed civil rights legislation. The
enforcement of any court ordiL may require prompt and vigorous
action if it is to be effective. Prompt action will often be vital
in civil rights cases, eapecially election cases where the
registration period or the election may pas while enforcement
is delayed. The injection of a jury trial between an order of a
court enjoining discriminatlon againat Negroes in an election,
and the enforcement of that order would provide numerous
opportunities for delay beyond the tlme when the order could
have practical effect.

I hope that the foregoing statement provides the informa-
tion requested by you. If I can be of further assistance, do not
hesitate to call upon me.

Sincerely.

Attorney General
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The Attorney Genral 4. ..

Warren Oloey II, Alstant Attorney Genral,
Criminal Division ;.

Civil ftas legslation .. . ....
" ;......' ". .' .':. .', ' '.' . .. ..... .....

July 3, 1957

WO:mmr

" ............, ! . .. :: .: .:. .. ..-. '.

·-In accordance with your memorandum to me of June 26, Ethre

has been prepared and you will find attached bereto a memorandum

on the subject of persons subject to punishment for contempt for
. .

violating federal court injunctions. I believe this is of a character

suitaLId- for distribution to members of Congress and others

interested in this problem.

Attachm t -Attachment- 1

-*:W::: ST DIRECT FROM
..... ...... .CRII .AL IVISIO MAIL .O

... ............-. , .

..... : .. , --.-

-- : ', ----- f-

.CC . . ..Recor .
CC: Records

Chron. t
Mr. Olsney.
Mr. ErdaSl '.:
Ed Barrett

C
.......... .. .... ...... .

..-.. .... .. ... .. ...................

I... ....::..-..... ....... .... ......... 11 . ..... . ...... ....... I.... ..
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Parois *stbjct to pnisb1t ifr u ?oatept fo rivl1tiaE
- Ut?@r.1 co'rt aijaUctisi

TM reach of m..alB utiomta,tli ia term of v at is req

or prohibited and of the perwsaO e *opid s, bs aI eilrcmewrl ed

statuory and decilions la. Xtie 6() -i tta redrsa Rules oe

Procedure, derived fro Sectioa 19 of the ClUyon Act, 38 Btat. 7

provides:

tuired

by

Ciil
18,

.Form and Scope oof Injutioe or 3Bstrmanlm
Order. Every order granting an iunction and
every restraining order hball :t forth the
reasons for its iseBunce; *sbll be specific in
terms; shall describe in reoable detail, and
not by reference to the coplait or other docu-
ment, the act or acts sogt to be restrainedl
and is binding only upoa the partit to th action,
their officers, agent, servt, em oyes., and
attorneys, and upon those persoas in active concert
or participation with them vho received actul notice
of the order by personal servtAe or othbrte.

The specific Linitatio expemeed Ia this rule respecting

the bredth of anI i.u ction ion itelf, a the class of ero- *ibject to

its term, embody loan estbliabhe . iulty prAicipe. Tbe ain ts to

facilitte obedience to the order, vithwrt liIgtu ewrt kagnot authority

to punish thoee "who act independextly and Iose right he le t bW

adjudged according to law." Chase tiam l t. 2l U.. 431,
. ... . . .

437. To achieve this blaraoe, the decree iteelf rt ute '"se vgue

as to pot the vhole conduct of the *efendaat'a bmiaiee. at the peril of
..... . ..

a .u.a.... for .. at...pt,'. aw' .eraitlL .oLa "U. p..b. . r B .eache .f.

the law." wift ^ Co. v. IUited Stat^ , 96 UB.. 375 396; .rtfort-Empire

Co. v. Uaited States, 323 U.. 386, l10 (restraining order uder 8bersan

Act). Tbe ecre mt :'"state with rewona1b specificity the act Vhich
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tbo respoa&nt La to do «r lffo& rrd toLas. " L^or Rorv v. fcpcw HpEmhi C_. V1I U_E. 486 
--

33 (rtrtai U r iasn4 by fttiol

lAbor Xelatior ns ur r. c. T 1t Coarc

C Soo .S. 1,' sri lo:

injunctio Bsay not be b ra tos thoriAe coataspt woeiegs holLn aninst

those peYonA lthouh baing actl otic of its terms, vbose violation

is indepeadent of, and not in conoert with the partie to the proceeding.

__g__ _n_it__ _ .___or B3e1atiOB 3' 3^ U.S. 9s 13-15; CbMhs ftioanla

INffik v. llor»cll 291 U.S. 431r hi3 4371 Mitch^n Coel Coke Co. v. Mitcbell I

5 -U.%. 229. 23 1 ; Scott v. Pon&d4 165 U.S. 107, XT;17; Amite Wig. Corp.

2. to 4 g ) 'd 832 (C.A. 2)

Ihbether a non-party way be subject to contempt for riolating

an in3muction depends essentially upon his relationship to the party

actully resZtrained. As ez^ e by Juode hza in the Alemite cuase,

jurisdiction to punish a aom'party require that be "maut either abet

the defenfA nt 5T 7 or wuat bee leglly identified vith him. * * *"

(42 r. N, 833). In that e, .-Tor aro i. ndee tly vi t., olate a :n

iztjunctioA ii&e 'l agai"t the'e"ap' 'lyet rh violation oecurred after

tenmimatiom oe the eEiployment, 'and s aot paronat to gr schbme or ..

rra t th the foo.replyer. in fact, the e.ployer committed

no act in riolation of tha injunction. nbe ecosnd Circuit ruled tbat

the contezt power could not prperly be extead to iaimDld this fowar

a 4 hn e *tbhr ban4, VPbre a0 uapln ee kwrdig of an injgctioi

order aginst his employer violated its terms, be vas held subject to u.

contempt procedinp siame his aet was leally that of his emploe"r.
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......::::::::. . .. . r. : .:

vithin the scop the court's J>ii twhere they ae st p

by a party who sec» to ao by iaair.eetibirat e is spcific-ally-
.. ... . ... ......... ....;... ... ......-

enjoined fron doin by his ovn act. bSthport Ntrole m o. Co. v-
* - ' .-.. ...... .. :.-

Lbor Board, 315 U.s. 100, 106 (Labor Jsrd eAdbaer rech those

who are "merely a diguied contirnuae of the old eploysr"); Velling

v. neuter Co.. 321 U.S. 671, 674; egal IKai twear v. Labor 1atioo boerd,

32 U.. 9, 13-15 ...........

..........

AIide from uch persons l ally- identified" wirth th party be

nVmed in the ijunction, the authority of the court extends to those ..

persosr who, with actual s tnovlede of the order, aid sac abet the party

in its violation. Te rtionroale of 3uridiction here is likeise bsed .-

on a connection between the party and the violtor. Jurisdiction attache .

because of the conspiratorial scheGi or plan btveen the actor and the .

. . -.......... .

party. The actor is not acting indepeaently for hielf aloza but in

c., . ... *, . .. .. .. ...

3~ U.S. ~) 13-1........ ..:...: ......

order. This authority to punish ? who tids or bets mrksr, in the

.
.

...

usul case, th outer limits of contempt Jur.iction to pn.....h .

non-party for iolation of an injunction. The rotioBele wa exWeaed

in beutl Cnitwer S. Labor 6elat4oais Baid,, e3 B U.8. 9, l. -.

This gfule 65 !7 is deried from tth eomn eaw doctri .
tbat a ecree of injunction not oly bind te prtie . ....
side faiot but lerso sthoe idientiffid with :the t i iteret,
in "trivity" with-them, Ypre a.* t them w obJect to
tbeir control. In eseenee it is tUt efna aa:s .y not:
nullify a decree by arryin ut prokbtited a- ctsu- t

originJaLl proceeding. -, issdae4

" .. ....

Conversely, wiere there is no ceo fecting lik. or concert of ction

between the violator nd the wron tt t hhe p yte prt is, ot, ie ..t, ..

- . · , -..... .. ..
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Jnullif:ing the effect o&f a lecree "by cezryl/ out prohibited acts

through aiders' and abettors," jurlsdictio ldoes not attach to punmsh

the non-party actor, To ifl%wtrato, .a rrigan . United States,.

.coniction .against the defendant, ho a not party to a labor.... injuc-

tion, was reversedi because it had not been establisbed that be knev

of the injunction, or that be "was .ngeacfd by or with any person or

association enjoined in its violation. *** * *" to the somiae effect are

arve:v. Bettis 35 F. 2d 349 (CA 9); ill v United tates, 33 F. 2d...

469 (C.A. 8), certiorari denied, 2&C U.S. 592; Intenafetioi» Brotherhood

etc. .. Keystone F. Lines, 123 7. 2d 32t (C.A. 10); Kean v. Hurley,

179 7. 2d 888 (C.A. 8); vMtlaaa v. Curry, 1S8 8 . 2d P4l (C.A 6);

Reich o . United States, 239 F. 2d 134 (C.A. 1), cartiorari denied,

352 U.S. 1c04. Thus, juritdiction to npunih a non-party for erton erpt

zust be 'based upon.his actual knowledge of the injunction plus so=e

association or concert of action with aio p rtyo te

. . ......... .. . . ...

.. ........
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Jaouary 37t 1959

/ 7eORAN1OU TO THA- ATTORNEY G2RAL

- Re X Inforwation on Racial Discrimi-
nation Submitted by NAACP to

" ' Civil Aights CoQaission and to
0 the AFL-CIO.

Mr, Cushuan has transaitted to se two letters addressed
to you by the NAACP, one dated January 12, 1959, aad the other
January 13. The first encloses a copy of a letter addressed to
the Civil Rights Coaissaion under date of January 9, 1959, by
Clarence kitchell. Director of its Washington Bureau. The
second trans;its a metorandus of Jecceber 4, 1958, from Herbert
Hill', Labor Secretary, NAACP, to Boris Shishkin, Director Civil
Rights icpartaent, AFL-CIO, and copies of letters betwecn George
14eany, President, AFL-CIO and Roy filkina, lxecutive tirector,
NAACP, regarding Nr. Shishkin's meaorandua. mr. Cushmarn asked
that I bring to your attention any inforcation ia these letters
that might be of interest to you.

In his memoraniua of Deceaber 4,. 1956, Mr. Shishkin sets
out racially-discriminatory practices followed by certain unions
affiliated with the AFL-CIO. The complained-of practices,
inasaucb as they are being carried on by private organizations,
not under color of law, do not involve any violation of the
federal civil rights statutes. The memorandum sets forth certain
coaplaints which have been lodged with the PresidentEs Coiaittee

on Governrent Contracts on the theory that certain employers whoY have contracts with the Government and are subject to the standard
non-aiscrinination clause had acted in collusion witt certain
labor unions to discriminate against tegro employees. yven if

\ these latter allegations were true, however, the situation would
not be one calling for sny action by this Departent,

in his letter of January 9 to the Civil Rights Cosaission,
\ > r. Mitchell calls attention to a nuaber of situations which he

celieves the Coumission should consider in appraising (in the
language of Section 104(a)(3) of the Civil Rights Act of 1957)

/ the "laws sad policies of the federal goverauent with respect to

- lc: Deputy Attorney General
, )Mr. White

Mr. Ryan
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equal protection of the laws." The complaints set forth by
Mr. Mitchell relate to (1) leases of federal land; (2) federal
aid to. schools; (3) federal aid to hospitals, and (4) federal
aid to airports.

Leases of Fedetal Land.

Mr. Mitchell coaplains that there appears to be no over-all
federal regulation requiring non-discrimination by the lessee of
federal land; however, the only apecific situation which tr.
Mitchell suggests as an exaaple of discriminstio is a lease of
land by the Tennessee Valley Authority to the Department of the
Army. Mr. Mitchell states that his organization is "processing"
a complaint in connection with this lease but does not state
specifically where the alleged discrimination is involved.

Fede rl A i to Schools.

As examples of instances where schools built entirely with
federal funds and used prinarily for the education of children
of anubers of the arMaed services are operated on a segregatea
basis, Mr. Mitchell points to the schools operated in con-
nection with the Little Rock Air Force Base, Little Rock,
Arkansas, the Seward Air Force Base near Nashville, Tceneseae,
and the Re4dtone Arsenal near Huntsville, Alabama.

Federal Aid to Hospitals,

Mr. Mitchell points out that the Departsent of Health,
Education and Welfare is still making grant* under the pro-
visions of the Hill-Burton Act for the construction of hospitals
providing separate but equal facilities for different races.

Pederal Aid to Airports.

.r. Mitchell complain that although the Civil Aeronautics
Administration does not approve grants of federal money where the
facilities built by such money will be used on a discriuinatory
basis, they do approve grants for certain facilities at airports
where other facilities of the sane airport (such as restaurants
run by concessionaires) are operated on a segregated basia. r.
Mitchell asserts that this practice violates the provisions of
49 U.S.C, 1110(1).
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It appears tbat the autters which Mr. Mitchell brints to

thec ttAotizo of the Cvil Rights CoBmisi4on are properly within
the Coanission*s Jurisdiction es a £act-.finingi and r.coxmendin
aSsncy.

W. WILSO)N Wt'IITt
ASaistant Attornrcy Gcnerzl
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Proposed Bill to Strengthen the Civil Rights Laws (Part III)

General

i. Analysis of the Bill "

The bill "To strengthen the Civil Rights Laws" per-
mits the Federal Government to aid in the enforcement of the
equal protection guarantees of the Fourteenth Amendment and
thus to assure and protect the interest of the United States
in the full enjoyment of these rights by all the citizens of
this Nation.

To accomplish this result the bill gives the Attorney
General the power to seek an injunction or a declaratory judg-
ment'to prevent any person acting under the authority of the
state from depriving any individual of his rights to equal pro-
tection.

The Attorney General is authorized to institute suit
only after receipt of a complaint. Such complaint must meet
the requirement of setting forth reasonable grounds for belief
that acts described by the bill have occurred. A determination
of whether the complaint fulfills this requirement is a matter
for the sound judgment of the Attorney General. The complaint
must be made either by the person aggrieved or, in the case of
a minor, by the parent or guardian of such person. It is not
specified in the bill precisely what form this complaint must
take. In most cases it will no doubt take the form of some
kind of writing. But there may be instances in which oral
complaints will be considered to have the dignity and effect of
written complaints. Naturally no suit is instituted by the
Department of Justice without investigation, so that there is
little need for distinguishing between oral and written com-
plaints as to reliability; reliability will be determined upon
investigation.

Section 2 of the bill clearly contemplates that the
Attorney General will bring suit only in unusual cases--that
is, in cases in which some special factor establishes the appro-
priateness of suit by the Government rather than by private
persons. Among the factors which would tend to make suit by the
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United States particularly appropriate are the face that the
practice sought to be enjoined has a widespread effect, that
it affects military personnel and their dependents, or that
private persons cannot sue without being subjected to reprisals.
Section 2 also makes clear that the Attorney General would not
sue where local officials are in good faith attempting to remedy
the evil complained of or where there is a more desirable remedy
available. For a more detailed analysis of the factors, see
pp. , infra.

SectionL3 requires that the court in which suit is
brought be satisfied that the prerequisites of section 2 to the
bringing of an action by the Attorney General are actually
present. This section thus eliminates any possible doubts as
to the limited role which the Government will play in this area
of civil rights. The local federal courts will be in a position
to prevent any tendency to range beyond the narrow field of
operation contemplated in section 2.

Section 4 provides that the United States shall be
liable for costs in suits brought under the Act "the same as a
private party." This provision will prevent any possibility
of unwarranted hardship to defendants in the event that the suit
proves to be without merit.

Section 5 defines the term "minor dependent of the
complainant" which is used in section 1 so that a complaint may
be filed on behalf of a minor by his parent or by any other
person who would be authorized by state or federal law to sue as
guardian ad litem or next friend.

2. Constitutional Bassi

The Fourteenth Amendment prohibits any state from
enacting or enforcing laws which deny to any person the equal
protection of the laws. The civil rights which are protected
under that Amendment, are, in general tersm: the right not to
be subjected to racial segregation under complusion of state
authority and the right not to be denied the use of public facili-
ties on account of race or color. The courts have held that the
prohibition of the Fourteenth Amendment operates against laws
which discriminate on account of race or color or other consider-
ations not strictly relevant to an efficient operation of proper
governmental function. A denial of equal protection of the laws
occurs whenever a state or state agency requires persons of
different races to avail themselves of separate public facili-
ties and establishments. This is true not only with respect to
public schools but also with respect to other publicly main-
tained and tax-supported facilities in such fields as transpor-
tation and recreation.
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Section 5 of the Fourteenth Amendment expressly pro-
vides that "The Congress shall have power to enforce, by ap-
propriate legislation, the provisions of this article." It is
clear that this bill is appropriate to enforce the guarantees
of the Amendment. Accordingly, there should be no serious
question as to its constitutionality.

3. Does Not Bxtend Powers

The bill does not extend or increase the area of
civil rights jurifdiction in which the Federal Government is
already authorized to act. Civil rights are now protected
by Amendments to the Constitution and, when they are violated,
the Government presently may prosecute under the criminal laws
(18 U.S.C. 241, 242). This proposal would merely add civil
remedies. It would not enlarge the area of civil rights or
in any way clash with the constitutional limitations on Federal
action in this field. Rather, it would permit the use of civil,
remedial action as an alternative to criminal proceedings. Such
use would, in many instances, make the difference between suc-
cess and failure in the meaningful protection of the civil rights
of our citizens. See p. , infre.

4. Ample Statutory Precedent

The Attorney General is not asking here for new and
untried powers. The use of civil remedies as a means of en-
forcing federal rights is not uncommon; it exists in a number
of areas. For more than 60 years the Department of Justice
has had experience in the coordinate use of civil and criminal
remedies in the anti-trust field. Ever since its adoption the
Sherman Act has provided that the District Courts have juris-
diction to prevent and restrain violations of the criminal
sections of the Act, and has made it the duty of the Department
of Justice to institute proceedings to prevent and restrain
such violations. Much of the success of the Department in the
anti-trust work is directly attributable to the availability
of civil remedies, since here, as in civil rights cases,
criminal prosecution of violators sometimes might be unduly
harsh.

Civil anti-trust actions, moreover, like those which
could be brought under the instant proposal, provide a benefit
not only to the Government but also to private persons. And
there are numerous other areas in which the Government can seek
relief by way of injunction in situations where an incidental
benefit occures to private persons. For example, 15 U.S.C. 80a-
34(d) authorizes the Securities and Bxchange Commission to seek
an injunction to prevent unlawful representations by investment
companies. 33 U.S,C. 921(c) authorizes federal officials to apply
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for a court order to enforce payment of a longshoreman's compen-
sation award. Under the provisions of the Labor Management Re-
lations Act of 1947 (Taft-Hartley Act) the National Labor Re-
lations Board is empowered to enter cease and desist orders and
to take affirmative action, including reinstatement of employees
with back pay, The Board is authorized to have such orders en-
forced by way of injunction by appropriate application to the
various circuit courts of appeal (29 U.S.C. §160(c) and 160(e)).

Under the provisions of the Fair Labor Standards Act
(29 U.S.C. 201, et seq.) the Wage and lour Administrator is
granted authority to sue employers on behalf of employees for
back wages and overtime pay which had not been paid pursuant
to the provisions of that Act. (See 29 U.S.C. 216(c)). Under
the legislation dealing with reemployment rights of servicemen
the United States Attorneys are empowered to appear and act as
attorneys for persons claiming to be entitled to reemployment
benefits under that Act (50 U.S.C. App. 459(d)). In these, as
in anti-trust and in civil rights cases, there is often an in-
cidental benefit to a group of individuals. But it is implicitly
recognized that private citizens are unable to obtain a vindi-
cation of their rights through their own resources. Basically
it is the public interest in enforcement of the law which Justi-
fies suit by the Government. Indeed, it would seem that the
publit interest in enforcing purely statutory aandates. There
can be no doubt that when the constitutional rights of any in-
dividual are suppressed there is a threat to the proper function-
ing of our society. This threat demands public action if we are
to be faithful tc our belief in the role of the Constitution in
our Government.

It is true that the bill requires that the Attorney
General act only on complaints. But from this it shouldlnot be
inferred that the purpose of suit by the Government would be
to protect solely private rights. The purpose of requiring a
complaint is rather to ensure that the Government will not act
where the individual, class, or group which might be affected is
content with matters as they are or wishes to avoid any possibility
of tursoil even for the sake of protecting constitutional rights.
It does not negate the fundamental interest which the Federal
Government has in observance and enforcement of the Constitution
and the constitutional rights of the citizens of this Nation.

5. Need for the Bil&

Part III of the bill (H.R. 6127 which became the Civil
Rights Act of 1957 provided for suit in equity by the Attorney
General to protect and secure rights similar to those which are
protected by the instant bill. The need for legislation of this
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kind has actually increased since Part III was stricken by the
Senate from the 1957 bill. 1957 and 1958 have seen a steady

deterioration in some states of both the educational situation
and the observance of federal law by state officials.

The post-1954 snowballing of state legislation designed
to circumvent the [desegregation decrees greatly increased the

opportunity for deprivation of equal protection by persons acting

under color of law. Approximately 200 such measures have been

adopted in 11 states since 1954 -- Alabama, Arkansas, Florida,

North Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, Georgia, Louisiana, Mississippi,

South Carolina, and Virginia. By 1957 over 100 had been passed;

1957 produced 35 "resistance" measures; and in 1958 some 20

were adopted. The 1959 sessions of the deep South legislatures

promise still more additions. An endless amount of litigation

can, and no doubt will, arise from such state policy.

Where the state's denial of the federal right of

equal protection is extremely glaring, action by the Attorney

General is a real necessity. Take, for instance, the Bush case

in Louisiana. It was first filed in 1952. After the Brown

decision, the state passed a law designed to circumvent that

decision by reserving control of schools to the legislature.

A federal court declared this unconstitutional in 1956 and ordered

admission of Negroes. The case is still in the courts and no

integration has taken place. The next legislative session may

well pass another law and give rise to further appeal.

Perhaps these delays cannot entirely be eliminated

merely by suit by the Attorney General, but in these "stubborn"

cases the appearance of the Attorney General as plaintiff might

cause the officials concerned as well as officials in other

places to think long and hard before attempting discriminatory

procedures and sham delaying techniques.

It is to be noted that in a number of states no de-

segregation has taken place almost five years after the historic

Brown decision. In other states there has been a considerable

slowing of the desegregation process during the past 18 months.

The following table graphically demonstrates this trend.
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The fact that public elementary and secondary schools
in 7 states and state colleges in 4 of these states remain
completely segregated four years after the Supreme Court decision
gives ample ground for the belief that it may take the bringing
of suits by the Attorney General to accomplish a start toward
compliance with the law of the land in these states.

While not every attempt by a Negro child to enter a
"white" school is formalized by petition to the Board, the dis-
parity between the number of such petitions submitted and the
suits filed after ,refusal bears witness to the need of a per-
sistent plaintiff.

The following table shows the great disparity between
the relatively large initial efforts at desegregation and the
very small number of cases in whicih private plaintiffs were
able to litigate their cases to a conclusion.

State

Alabama

Arkansas

Plorida

Georgia

Louisiana

Mississippi

North Carolina

South Carolina;

Petitions
to School Bds.

~i.~ii i i i ii_~_ .

15

15

Almost all boards

6

5

5

14

Court
Action

Result

1 Suit pending.

3 Ordered integration at Little
Rock, Van Buren, Bearden, Van
Buren desegregated. Bearden
still segregated. Defiance at
Little Rock. Schools closed.

2 No integration. Pending

1 Pending

2 One ordered to desegregate
but no integration yet.
Still on appeal.

0 No integration

4 Token integration but not as
a result of suits. All still
pending.

1 No integration
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The failure of the last Congress to approve Part
III of H.R. 6127 undoubtedly encouraged those opposed to
desegregation and thus contributed to the marked slowdown
in compliance with the law. Further, it certainly gave
comfort, too, to such men as Governor Paubus, who defy the
federal courts. That error can now be righted by empowering
the Attorney General to take the initial action in litigation
in special situations. The fact that the Attorney General
is or may be plaintiff should have a deterring effect on
the offenders and potential offenders.

Bducation is becoming more and more a national
concern -- as witness the new Aid to Education Act and the
President's proposal of a committee to study needs of the
country in health, education and welfare. The possibility
that in at least eight states schools may close because of
integration and thus deprive innocent children of the right
to learn is a formidable thought. The President in his state
of the Union message saids "The image of America abroad
is not improved when school children, through closing of some
of our schools and through no fault of their own, are deprived
of their opportunity for an education."

Dr. Charles Alan Wright, Professor of Law at the
University of Texas writes in an article entitled "School
Integration -- An Almost Lost Cause":,'

The problem of integration is, in ultimate analysis,
a simple question of law enforcement, A state which
discriminates 'ccording to race in admissions to its

I /
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. chools is breaking the law. Usually when a govern-
sent has a law forbidding certain conduct, the full
resources of that government, including its police
and its prosecutors, are devoted to preventing and
punishing such conduct. Quite frequently private
persons who have a special concern with the unlawful
conduct may also bring their own lawsuit, but this
is a supplement to the efforts of the government to
enforce the law, rather than a substitute for such
effort. It is virtually unprecedented to leave en-
forcement of the law of the land exclusively to pri-
vate lawsuits, brought and financed by private persons,
as we now are doing with that provision of the 14th
Amendment prohibiting school segregation.

i

The partial protection afforded by Part IV of the Civil
Rights Act of 1957, which deals primarily with 15th Amendment
rights, must now be strengthened by assuring the same type of
civil sanction for violation of the rights protected by the 14th
amendment.

II

Comparison With Part III of the 1957 Act

1. General

As originally proposed Part III of the bill which be-
came H.R. 6127, 85th Cong., 1st Sess., and of S. 83, the similar
Senate bill, sought to amend 42 U.S.C. 1985 by adding thereto two
paragraphs. These two additional paragraphs would have given the
Attorney General authority to institute civil actions for in-
junctions or other relief in all cases wherein any person was
about to engage in or had engaged in acts or practices giving
rise to a civil cause of action for damages pursuant to the first
three paragraphs of this Section of the Code.

The acts protected by the first three paragraphs of
section 1985 may be summarized as follows. First, conspiracy to
intimidate or to injure officers of the United States; second,
conspiracy to intimidate parties, witnesses, or jurors, or to
ob'struct justice with intent to deny to anyone the equal pro-
tection of the laws; third, conspiracy to deprive persons of the
equal protection of the laws or of the equal privileges and im-
munities under the laws or to prevent state authorities from ac-
cording persons the equal protection of the laws. As it passed
the House, Part III of H.R. 6127 was limited to preventive relief,
as is the present proposal.

The opponents of Part III attacked the bill on the grounds
(1) that it was designed to establish a new procedure for the
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enforcement or vindication of the civil rights of private persons
at public expense; (2) that it conferred upon the Attorney General
"despotic power to grant or withhold the supposed benefits of the
new procedure at his uncontrolled discretion" (Minority report
of Senators Ervin and Johnston to accompany S. 83; 103 Cong. Rec.
10,992); (3) that it referred to other legislation and that
by such reference, without spelling out the total effect of
the proposed law in express terms, it "cunningly obscures its
real scope and purpose" (103 Cong. Rec. 10772); (4) that it
would authorize the Attorney General to bring suits whether the
aggrieved party wished him to do so or not (103 Cong. Rec. 10773,
H. Rept. 291, p. 46); and (5) that it permitted the Attorney
General to proceed against private persons in the community
despite the fact that the entire community of both races would
oppose the use of such power and the resulting use of federal
force (103 Cong. Rec. 10774).

2. Specific Differences

The differences between the new proposed legislation
and the old proposed Part III may be summarized as follows:

1. The proposed new legislation is separate and
distinct in itself. It does not incorporate by reference or
otherwise section 1985 or any other previously enacted legislation.

2. Under the new proposed legislation the Attorney
General can act only when he receives a complaint which sets
forth reasonable grounds for belief that the complainant or
minor dependent of the complainant is being deprived of the equal
protection of the law. Under old Part III no complaint was
necessary and the Attorney General was empowered to act whenever
actions were engaged in which were proscribed by the first three
paragraphs of section 1985 of title 42. The new provision repre-
sents a departure from the policy expressed in Part III of the
1957 bill and a reversion to earlies proposals. (See H. Rep. 291,
p. 2, 85th Cong., 1st Sess.) It is in line with the proposals
which,have been made by leading sponsors of civil rights legis-
lation. It is also in line with the policy of the Congress in
the Civil Rights Act of 1957 with respect to the Civil Rights
Commission which likewise can act only upon the basis of specific
complaints (Section 104(a)(l) of the Act). This change avoids
the possibility that suit may be brought where there is no desire
by the parties aggrieved. These complaints are not expressly
required to be inwriting, although as a practical matter they no
doubt would be. There may be instances, however, in which it
would be desirable to act on an oral complaint. Por example,
federal officials might receive informal complaints which upon
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Investigation proved to be of merit. Yet the complainants
might be so intimidated by local pressures that they would
be unwillin> to commit themselves in writing. Such a situation
would present one of the most compelling instances in which
suit by the federal government would be appropriate. The
important consideration is that the requirement of a complaint
means that there can be no fear that the government will be a
free-wheeling protagonist looking for trouble or stirring it up.

3. Under the new legislation the Attorney General
is empowered to act only against persons who "are acting under
color of any statute, ordinance, regulation, custom or usage of
any state." The former Part III concerned conspiracies of
individuals, not necessarily officials,

This change meets one of the objections to the old
Part IIi that the resources of the United States would be pitted
against those of a private person. Now it is only a question of
suit by the United States against persons acting on behalf of
the state, and they, presumably, would be furnished counsel by
the state. Moreover, experience has shown that the acts of vio-
lence and lawlessness in disregard of judicial decrees and the
law of the land in the field of civil rights have in large part
been the result of the actions of duly constituted state authori-
ties who disregarded these decrees and laws. When state leaders
evidence a disregard of properly constituted authority and vio-
late the rights of other citizens of the state who belong to a
minority group lawless elements tend to take advantage of such
situations and engage in acts of violence. Thus, the proposed
legislation actually gets at the root of the evil without in-
volvement in collateral, essentially private action. A person
acts under the authority of the state not only when he carries
out express state or local legislation but also when he uses
official position or status to accomplish his purposes.

4. Section 2 of the new proposal sets forth 9 factors
or criteria which the Attorney General must consider before in-
stituting any action or proceeding. Under old Part III no factors
governing the discretion of the Attorney General were spelled out.

As is indicated by the testimony of former Attorney
General Brownell, (Hearings before the Subcommittee on Constitu-
tional Rights of the Committee on the Judiciary, United States
Senate, February 14, 1957, at page 7) there never was any in-
tention on the part of the Executive Branch -- even under the
old Part III -- to bring suit in all cases involving a denial of
the constitutional rights covered by the Act and thus to displace
the traditional role of private parties in the vindication of
their own constitutional rights. As a matter of fact, it always
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has been the policy of the Department of Justice in the field
of civil rights to defer action where there was a probability
that private or state action might lead to a correction of the
practices involved. That policy would undoubtedly have been
followed had Part III been enacted in 1957, and only in extra-
ordinary cases, involving a specific federal interest or an
inability on the part of the victims to proceed by themselves,
would suit have been brought by the Attorney General. Neverthe-
less, fears were expressed that the discretion given to the
Attorney General was too broad and that suits by the Government
would soon make obsolete the traditional role of private suits.
The present bill spells out the specific instances in which
suit by the Government under the bill would be appropriate;
thus it makes specific what was previously tacitly assumed;
that suit by the Government was to be reserved to extraordinary
cases.

The circumstances in which suit may be filed by the
Attorney General are those in which there is a substantial
public or governmental interest, duty or function. The factors
in section 2 are closely related to such interests, as the
following listing of the factors and the reasoning behind them
shows:

(A) The number of similar actions which have been
instituted pursuant to the Act and are pending. This is self
explanatory. Obviously, the Department of Justice would not
bring suit in a great number of different areas at the same
time. Such massive intervention would clearly not be in the
public interest. Moreover, pcrsonnel limitations would not
permit such action even if it were otherwise desirable.

(b) The desirability and effectiveness of suit as
compared with other means for correction of the acts or practices
complained of.

It is quite possible that by discussions with local
officials the United States Attorney or other representatives
of the Attorney General will be able to reach a satisfactory
solution without the necessity of suit. Many suits by private
litigants particularly in such st,tes as Kentucky, West Virginia,
and Maryland have been little more than a consent agreement
between Negro plaintiffs and school board under the aegis of
the Court. Where another similar case is pending in the same
state the Attorney General might well refrain from suit awaiting
the outcome of the first case. Where the same issue has been
decided -- e,., use of public golf course facilities -- the
fact that a new suit will almost assuredly result in the same
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decision should cause the potential defendants in the new suit

to consider seriously conciliatory means of settlement.

(c) The extent to which local or state officials
are attempting to correct the acts or practices complained of.

The Attorney General would be espected to refrain from suit

where voluntary, good faith efforts at correcting the offending

practices are being made by proper state officials. In
Birmingham, for example due to discussions with Negro leaders,

municipal Civil Service officials have recently acted to remove

the "White Only" clause from their job requirements. Had such

conciliation been adequately "engineered" at an earlier stage

the pending suit for civil service employment rights need not

have been filed. On the other hand, a pattern of legislative

(and consequ(ntly factual) resistance of defiant "sclool-closing"

and other mas;sive resistance, might be a factor in favor of
suit by the Attorney General.

(d) The prevalence of the acts or practices complained
of, and (e) the number of persons affected by the acts or

practices complained of, These criteria would primarily apply

to state-wide acts and practices promulgated and fostered by

state governments. Examples of this would be suits to enjoin

patently discriminatory legislation designed to circumvent the

constitutional obligations of the state to its citizens. Con-

versely, where, for example, the state adopted a local option

plan or a pupil placement plan, and the only real complaint is

in its local administration, the Department of Justice would

probably wish to let private parties litigate the rights involved.

(f) The existence of prior judicial determinations
of the question of law involved. As discussed elsewhere, many
new legal issues arc posed by the shifting resistance legisla-
tion. The novel and far-reaching problems presented by the

recent Norfolk school-closing case, James v. Almond, could
appropriately have been handled by the Attorney General. And

in Arkansas it would probubly have been far preferable to have

the United States act as it party rather than as amicus.
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(g) The danger to the complainant of reprisal by
persons acting in concert. As an example of the type of suit
that could be brought under this factor is the Montgomery,
Alabama bus segregation case. The application of state and
county desegregation laws affected not only Rosa Parks, the
Negro woman accused of violation of the state laws, but all
Negroes who would use Montgomery buses -- or any buses operated
under state segregation laws. Reprisals were many against the
ministers who instigated the suits. Bombings, etc. With the
Attorney General as plaintiff a public right would have been
upheld -- and the likelihood of vindictive action reduced. It
must also be borne'in mind that harassment of the NAACP for
litigating in behalf of Negro pupils is the objective of many
state laws. While mere inability of a plaintiff to sue is not
of itself a reason for assumption of that burden by the Attorney
General it does become significant where other means of support
are hampered by state laws (so-called "anti-barratry laws").
On the other hand, the Attorney General may decline to file
suit where action on his part might precipitate reprisals which
the victims would not be willing to risk.

(h) The effect of the acts or practices complained
of on members of the armed services of the United States or
their dependents. If a local segregation regulation operates
to deprive a member of the armed forces of the United States
of pr6tection certainly the Attorney General is the logical
person to bring suit. Recently the local school authorities
in Pulaski County, Arkansas refused admission to the dependents
of ,a Negro sergeant stationed at the Air force Base, despite
an agreement th t the school, which was constructed and partially
supported by federal funds, would be operated on a desegregated
basis. Under present law the standing of the United States to
sue is not wholly settled. While apparently such standing exists,
specific reference thereto in the bill would no doubt be helpful.
The Pulaski situation could be duplicated in many localities
whoee schools serve armed forces personnel.

(i) The existence of a previous order, judgment or
decree of a court of the United States with respect to the acts
or practices complained of. If a previous order or judgment
exists with regard to the acts complained of, it is neverthe-
less possible that relitigation is necessary because of changed
state laws. E.g., the many Arkansas and Virginia laws enacted
since the original court orders issued to the scho&l boards in
localities in those states. The seemingly endless chain of
private litigation would badly need the reinforcing governmental
link furnished by the Attorney General. On the other hand, where
an order has issued and a gradual desegregation plan has been
accepted by a court but plaintiffs wish to speed up the process
the Attorney General would not normally expect to be "on call"
for such litigation. Where a federal court has issued an order
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which has not been respected, the Attorney General would be
the most appropriate person to file suit to vindicate the power
of the Court. Disrespect for federal judicial authority demands
action by the Government for the purpose of restoring the
supremacy of the law.

The effectiveness of the foregoing provisions as a
limitation on the authority of the Attorney General is assured
by the provision that as a prerequisite to suit he will be
required to satiffy the court that he has acted in accordance
with the limitations.

5. Part III of H.R. 6127, by incorporating 42 U.S.C.
1985, was directed only against conspiracies by two or more
persons. Whatever may have been the justification for such
an approach at the time the House passed that bill, there seems
to be no sound basis for it in the present bill. There is
simply no reason why unlawful action should not be subject to
attack when it is attributable to a single individual or to
servcral individuals acting independently. It has generally been
thought that conspiracies are more dangerous than individual
action, but here it would seem that the relevant factor is the
effect or nature of the action itself, which can be assessed
without regard for the number of people responsible.

6. The present bill is limited to denials by public
officials of the equal protection of the laws. The old Part
II, on the other hand, was concerned as well with actions by
private individuals which interfered with the efforts of public
officials to afford the equal protection of the laws to other
persons or which obstructed federal officers in the performance
of their duties, and with various other types of private action.
The present bill is more realistic and useful in that it relates
to the problems which are most the serious and pressing. The
additional rights which are covered by 42 U.S.C. 1985 (and thus
by the old part III),such as the right to protection from limited
types of private action and the right to be free from interference
with privileges and immunities protected by the Constitution,
are not of primary concern on the basis of our experience in
recent years.
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III

Alternatives Inadequate

1. Amicus Curiae

In past years the Government has entered a number
of private suits as' amicus curiae. In doing so it has
demonstrated a recognition of its responsibility for ensuring
constitutional rights. But the role of amicus, while it may
be adequate in some instances, has proved on the whole to be

insufficient. As anicus the Government is not free to institute

actions on its own. The present bill corrects this defect.

Another disadvantage of participation as amicus is
that the Government does not control the litigation and
participates only at the sufferance of the court. In such
cases it is always possible that the public interest and the
interest of private litigants will not be identical. The
possibility of termitiation of Government participation as
arnicus' was raised just recently in the Little Rock case, when
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the defendants filed a motion to remove the Government from the
case. If such a move were successful it would be extremely un-
fortunate for the Government and for the public. Control of the
litigation would seem essential once it is determined that there
is sufficient public interest to warrant participation by the
Government.

2. Criminal Penalties

It is true also that under 18 U.S.C. 242 the Govern-
ment has the power to protect Fourteenth Amendment rights by
the criminal prosecution of state officials responsible for
suppressing them. But criminal prosecution would be a most
ineffective remedy in the situations encompassed by this bill.
In the first place, effective enforcement of such rights is
simply not possible through the use of criminal sanctions, More-
over, criminal conviction seems an unduly harsh remedy where
the practice being attacked, though unconstitutional, is in ac-
cordance with long-standing and deeply ingrained community at-
titudes. Criminal prosecutions do not provide the most appro-
priate means for arriving at rational and fair solutions of the
problems presented. Also, a criminal prosecution, with its
stringent requirements of proof of intent and with its other
procedural characteristics is ordinarily not the most appropri-
ate device where the primary objective is not to punish but to
establish and define a constitutional right. Another disadvantage
of criminal prosecutions is that they may not have the effect
of protecting the right sought to be vindicated since they relate
to past rather than to future conduct. It is true that a criminal
conviction will have some deterrent effect, but it is by its
very nature more particularized and less prospective in its effect
than a civil injunction.

With due regard also for the obvious desirability of
maintaining a spirit of cooperation and mutual respect between
state and federal functions, it seems worthwhile to emphasize
that unfortunate collisions in the criminal courts between federal
and state officials can be avoided or at least minimized if the
Congress would authorize the Attorney General to apply to the
courts for preventive relief in civil rights cases. In such a
proceeding the facts can be determined, the rights of the parties
adjudicated, and future violations of the law prevented by a
proper order of the court without having to subject state of-
ficials to the indignity, hazards, and personal expense of a
criminal prosecution in the federal courts,
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3, Private Suits

It is of course also true that the rights with which
we are here concerned may be vindicated in suits by private in-
dividuals. Indeed, much of the large body of judicial precedent
and decision in this area has been built up and great strides
forward have been taken in such suits. Ordinarily private suits
are the most appropriate means of enforcing constitutional pro-
tections; section 2 of the proposed bill embodies this belief.
But that section also indicates the kinds of situations in which
suit by the United States may be warranted, See pp. , supra.

Iv

Miscellaneous

1, Jury trial

The House-passed version of the Civil Rights Act of
1957 was unfarily criticized on the grounds that it deprived
the would-be defendants of certain basic safe-guards, i.e.,
a) of the right of indictment by grand jury; b) of the right
of a trial by petit jury; c) of the right to confront and examine
adverse witnesses; d) of the right to trial by jury in indirect
contempt cases where the alleged contemptuous act constituted
a crime under federal or state law and e) of the right to the
benefit of limited punishments in indirect contempt cases. The
right to indictment by grand jury is appropriate only to criminal
cases and is not applicable to civil litigation. There is no
deprivation of this constitutional guarantee, because this right
was never afforded in these types of suits. The primary purpose
of action at law is to compensate an aggrieved party in money
damages for injuries which he has sustained. In actions at law
the right to a jury trial is preserved by the Seventh Amendment
to the Constitution (See also rules 38 and 39 of the Federal
Rules of Civil Procedure), Prior to the founding of this country
suits in equity were developed to afford appropriate relief where
the law courts could not afford a plain, adequate and complete
remedy. Because of the nature of a suit in equity and the remedy
which is afforded such suits are addressed to the sound discretion
of the Court and no jury trial is afforded. This distinction is
preserved in Article III, Section 2 of the Constitution. It is
entirely clear that theee is no constitutional requirement for
a jury trial in proceedings to punish contempt of court orders.
Punishment in such cases is not for a crime defined by a general
statute directed to the public at large;. rather it is for
violation of an express order of the court addressed to a specific
individual or group of individuals. A person commits a contempt
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the defendants filed a motion to remove the Government from the
case, If such a move were successful it would be extremely un-
fortunate for the Government and for the public. Control of the
litigation would seem essential once it is determined that there
is sufficient public interest to warrant participation by the
Government.

2. Criminal Penalties

It is true also that under 18 U.S.C. 242 the Govern-
ment has the power to protect Fourteenth Amendment rights by
the criminal prosecution of state officials responsible for
suppressing them. But criminal prosecution would be a most
ineffective remedy in the situations encompassed by this bill.
In the first place, effective enforcement of such rights is
simply not possible through the use of criminal sanctions, More-
over, criminal conviction seems an unduly harsh remedy where
the practice being attacked, though unconstitutional, is in ac-
cordance with long-standing and deeply ingrained community at-
titudes. Criminal prosecutions do not provide the most appro-
priate means for arriving at rational and fair solutions of the
problems presented. Also, a criminal prosecution, with its
stringent requirements of proof of intent and with its other
procedural characteristics is ordinarily not the most appropri-
ate device where the primary objective is not to punish but to
establish and define a constitutional right. Another disadvantage
of criminal prosecutions is that they may not have the effect
of protecting the right sought to be vindicated since they relate
to past rather than to future conduct. It is true that a criminal
conviction will have some deterrent effect, but it is by its
very nature more particularized and less prospective in its effect
than a civil injunction.

With due regard also for the obvious desirability of
maintaining a spirit of cooperation and mutual respect between
state and federal functions, it seems worthwhile to emphasize
that unfortunate collisions in the criminal courts between federal
and state officials can be avoided or at least minimized if the
Congress would authorize the Attorney General to apply to the
courts for preventive relief in civil rights cases. In such a
proceeding the facts can be determined, the rights of the parties
adjudicated, and future violations of the law prevented by a
proper order of the court without hbavig to subject state of-
ficials to the indignity, hazards, and personal expense of a
criminal prosecution in the federal courts.
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of court only when he defies the authority of the court by refusing
to obey such an order. This is a matter vitally affecting the
integrity of the court itself and therefore is one which should
be peculiarly within the province of the court to handle by its&lf.
Especially in the area of civil rights where the defendants are
public officials whose attitudes reflect those of the community,
jury trial is particularly inappropriate since Juries are likely
to view the contempt proceeding as a test of the wisdom of the
order rather than the authority of the court, Moreover, provision
for jury trial is a departure from our common law traditions,
Congresst power to alter that tradition should be exercised and
has in the past been exercised only in very special cases. 18
U.S.C. 3691 provides for jury trial in contempt cases for vio-
lation of an injunction where the conduct upon which the action
is based constitutes a criminal offense. But for good reason#,
which need not be reconsidered at this time, Congress did not
make this provision applicable where the injunction was entered
in a suit brought or prosecuted in the name of or on behalf of
the United States. Thus, a provision for jury trial in the
present bill would represent a departure from a previously es-
tablished general policy. Jury trials have also been provided
in actions for contempt of an injunction arising out of a labor
dispute (18 U.S.C. 3692), But it hardly seems necessary to
mention the unique character of labor injunctions. In the is-
suance of such injunctions the courts are faced with extremely
difficult choices as to competing social interests. In such
situations it may be reasonable to give a jury some opportunity
to pass upon the court's action. But no such reasoning is ap-
plicable to the ca,es involving a denial of constitutional rights.
Moreover, it is interesting to note that in this area, too, there
is an exception in the case of injunctions issued in actions
brought by the United States to prevent strikes or lockouts which
"imperil the national health or safety." (29 U.S.C. 178).

It is significant to bear in mind also that court
orders issued as a result of suits by private individuals to
enforce Pourteenth Amendment rights are not subject to this
special requirement. It would seem anomolous indeed to change
that practice merely because the United States was the plain-
tiff. This reasoning was equally applicable to the 1957 bill
relating to voting rights and the inclusion of a jury-trial pro-
vision in that bill was unfortunate. But that provision should
not operate as a precedent for the present bill.
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N) (The Hon. Everett Dirksen, Senator
Wahington, D, C.

Dear Senator Dirksens ' ' \ l

In a recent news item your statement that you would "u
Rights bill" in a couple of weos osince President Kenm
to ask for one, aloo Representativo Charleo Halleck's criticism of --
President Kennedy's omission of Civil Rights in his recent list of
16 most wanted bills, prompts me to writo thti lotter.

Quite a number of people I have talked with tolloZng that disgusting
and unwarranted demonstration by the Negroes during U. N. Ambassac4or
Adalia Stevenson's talk, recently, at the United Nations, feel that you
members of tho Senate and House who introduce and logislate the laws of
our land, should act cautiously and think twice before you introduce
and enact bills that "would give statutory authority to the Equal Jobs
Opportunity Coanission and to give Federal aid to school districts to
help them dosegrate". Many, I have talked with, fool that, perhaps,

.Presidont Kennedy, after seeing such an unruly and nwarranted demon-
stration by those Negroes at the United Nations, has put the 'caution"
light on a Civil Rights bill this, we, in the South, hope is the
Presidont's reason for his failure to act on those controversial and
alarming issues. If you will study the actions of the Negro in our
country, you will realize that there is como sinister force behind
their actions- COCU,4NISM. In the South, there has always been very
good relations between the black and whito races- today, bocause of
that sinister force, hatred has cropped up on both sides, so'othing
I've never seen before in the South. , *

No am noust an "ant-Ngro speaking I amto tho
of one of the largor hospitals in S of t1ernhis,

oriSroct contact with about 95 negroeo, both male and fomalo,
young, middle age and older ones, and I knov I have the respect of every-
one of these peoplo- they feel that I am kind tothem and helpful to
many of them in their numrous probloms, but I know. that they are not
ready for EQUALITY, for many reasons, the main one - their lack of !MALS,
I fear if Civil Rights is pushed too fast, we will have in this country -
and particularly in the South - a situation almost as bad as the one no
existing in the Congo. So I earnestly-pray that you members of the legis-
lative branch of our Government, use caution and Judgment in "pushing thru"
Civil Rights Bills,

Vry truly owo
.L t. ' , I ,'

-=, -; " '
L .>L-'MAR 2 9 )36

;p ' . ;
i '

-,. ., I . ., I, /I

CCi The lion. Robert F:. Kennedy, Att'y, n. V
The Hon. Arthur Goldlbrg, Soc'y, Labw /

i ,.AR 18.196 '

li.CO.J. J,i'ir'rl I

*'--i UTY A ITY. 1iHENLA[

V. KRIGIHTSY I ---
o- , *- . . ... . .
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